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SPECIAL COMMENCEMENT EDITION

The student newspaper

S' HERALD
Law school gets
nevv rank, remains
bottom tier

TAKE A HIKE
Tuition expected to spike 3.9%
BEN WHITMORE IEditor-in-Chief & WILL FOLEY IHerald Reporter

I

had a chance to build
a
reputation among
Though in the most recent
law
school academics
U.S. N.Ews AND WoRI.D REor
the
legal commuPORT's rankings the Rofer Williams University Schoo of Law nity," said Bob Morse,
jumped from a tier four to a tier Director of Data Retwo institution, the Jaw school search for U.S. NEWS
still remains in the bottom 25 AND WORLD REPORT.
percent of law schools nation- "So just because you're in the
tier two, or the lower 25 perally.
cent
doesn't mean thar the instiIn the past, U.S. NEWS AND
is destined to be there."
cution
WORLD REPORT ranked law
Morse said that tier two
schools in four tiers, with the
top schools occupying tier one, schools rend to be less selective
while the lowest-ranked uruver- and have fewer types of jobs
siries were placed in the fourth. available to its graduates cQmFrom its inception in 1993 un- parcd with ranked law schools.
til this year, the RWU School of U.S. NEWS AND WORLD RELaw has been a tier four institu- PORT determines whether a law
school is ranked or is a tier two
tion.
This year, the nationally re- institution based on a number
spected ranking organization of factors, including admissions
changed its method of ranking data, career data, the rate of
law schools. Now, law schools bar exam passage, and financial
arc rated like their undergradu- data, Morse said.
'lhe RWU School of Law exate counterparts: by a numerical
pect~
to be ranked a tier two
rank. The bottom 25 percent
of law schools in the country, institution, given its young age
however, are not numerically compared to other law schools,
,ranked.; instead, they are listed said Michael Bowden, DirecCQnununications for the
cgory - the rename'd ~'tier two."
And che school is, for now,
"Some of che tier two .schools
concenc
with remaining a tier
are young schools or less established institutions that haven't
See LAW, page 2
BEN WHITMORE Editor-in-Chief

Next academic year's tuition fees will increase by 3.9
percent, continuing a trend that has seen Roger Williams University's ruition increase annually for at least
the past twenty years.
'Jhe cost of tuition, fees, and room and board for a
non-architecture undergraduate student next year will
be $44,128. 'Ihis year's figure was $42,458.
This year's tuition increase is only slightly larger than
the previous two years' tuition increases, which both
were 3.5% hikes. In the 2007-2008 school year, tuition
increased by seven percent.
This year's relatively low increase is the result of the
university's deliberate efforts to keep costs low, said Jerome Williams, Senior Vice President for Finance and
Administration.
"We are doing everything we can to reduce che level
of increase and the cost of tuition and room
and board," Williams said. "For
the last two-and-a-half years,
See TUITION, page 3

Donor, Trustee
Spiegel dies at 92
I

AMANDA NEWMAN Managing Editor

Roger Williams University
Board of Trustees member and
benefactor Marc Spiegel died
last Thursday of natural causes
at his home in Italy.
Spiegel was actively involved
with international affairs. In
1960, he spearheaded the first
cable television systems in Europe. Spiegel led a long career of
nearly five decades as an cxecurivc for the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA).
l Je also served as the president
of Academic Centers Abroad,
LLC, a nonprofit organization
working with colleges and universities worldwide to develop
study abroad programs.
In 2003, his passion inspired
him and his wife Peggy to donate a gift to Roger Williams

University

to

establish the Peg-

gy and Marc Spiegel Center for
Global and International Programs which, according to the
university website, is "dedicated
to realizing Roger Williams
University's vision of 'Learning
to Bridge the World.' Through
a variety of programs and initiatives, the Spiegel Center builds
the international knowledge
and skills of students, faculty,
and staff, and forges tics bccween the university and the
world."
Spiegel went on to join the
RWU Board of Trustees in
2007, a position which he remained active in, serving on the
recent Presidential Search Committee to elect the tenth president of RWU.
On Wednesday, the RWU

'Justice was served'
R WU students reflect on

bin Laden's death

I

·BEN WHITMORE Editor-in-Chief

Osama bin Laden, leader of
al-Qaida and mastermind of
the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, was killed in Pakistan on
Monday, ending a decade-long
manhunt for the man known as
the global face of terrorism.
U.S. Navy SEALs killed Bin
Laden in a nighttime helicopter
raid at a compound in Abbotcabad, Pakistan, a city about 35
miles north of Pakistan's capital,
Islamabad. The compound had
been under U.S. surveillance
for several months. Ar the time
of the raid, U.S. intelligence
was confidenr char the resident
of the compound was a "highvalue terrorist target." The Pentagon was not certain, however,

See SPIEGEL, page 6

chat this resident was bin Laden.
The U.S. troops cleared the
compound, killing some of bin
Laden's associates, handcufP·

Osama bin laden

ing ochers with zip ties. A lone
SEAL reportedly killed the unarmed bin Laden, shooting him
once in the head and once in
the chest. The SEALs were not
on a strictly kill mission.
'!be news of bin Laden's death
Sunday night drew reactions of
spontaneous celebration outside of the White House and at
Ground Zero in New York City.
At Roger Williams University, American flags were hung
out of windows in the Bayside
Apartments and off of balconies
in the Almeida Apartments.
Scores of students posted Facebook statuses about cl1e news,
comprised mostly of celebratory statements and patriotic
sentiments.
See BIN LADEN, page 2
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BIN LADEN:
Ten years later, RWU
reflects on Sept. 11
attacks following
announcement ofbin
Laden's death
Continued from page I

LAW: Decreased rank
doesn't down admissions
Continued from page I
two institution.
"It's not a matter of not having
ambitions to rise in the rankings. The rankings are glacial,
and chey are based on a vast
number of variables, many of
which are beyond your control," Bowden said. "It's not realistic to say by the end of this
decade we want to be one of
the top tiers. It's something that
comes with time, with a growing alumni body, and with a
whole other number of factors."
Bowden said chat the RWU
School of Law's ranking is often
not a. liability when it comes to
admissions. He said chat many
applicants are drawn to specific
strengths the school possesses,
which are independent of tlie
institution's rank.
"For a school of our age we
have an uncommonly strong relationship wich the local bench
and bar. There are tremendously
good oppor~ities for intern-

ships with judges, the attorney
general, ·and the public defender. As the only law school in the
state, we really have the bar's
undivided attention," Bowden
.
said.
Among other attributes, the
RWU School of Law's other
selling points to potential students include its strong faculty,
marine law program, and che
public interest law program,
Bowden said.
"We tend to get Jaw srudents
who want to make a difference.
Public service is generally not
for people who are going to
go out and make the big bucks
at a law firm. They tend to be
people who are out there with
a cause of some sort," Bowden
said.
Bowden said that the majority of studenrs that attend the
RWU School of Law are concerned mainly with getting results from their degree: passing

Yet, for some RWU students, tion for Coombs's hometown
tlie news of bin Laden's death of Abington, Mass. and the
surro.unding area. Since it's inheld personal significance.
"I'm very happy Osama is· ception in November 2001 ,
dead. I've been waiting for chis the foundation has raised over
day for almost ten years," said $350,000 from road races, auctions, ·charity sales, and conMatthew Mackay, a senior.
Mackay's mother was a passen- certs, which Coombs personally
ger on American Airlines Flight organizes.
·
11 and passed away on Sept. 11,
l3efore his death was announced on television, Coombs
2001.
"I will never ever heal l 00 said she did not think much
percent from that day, but his about bin Laden.
"At first when it was in the
death definitely will help. I
don't think it will even come news so frequently, I thought
close to justice to what he did about it. And when 9/11 first
co our nation, but it is some sort happened, I would ?-lways think
of justice for me."
all these angry thoughts of how
Meaghan Coombs, a junior, I hope he suffers . . . but kind
found out about bin Laden's of being so busy and not havdeath from a notification at the ing time to pay attention to
bottom of her TV screen while the news as much, I hadn't reshe was Watching a show at ally thought about it as much,"
home with her boyfriend. "Our Coombs said.
'Tm glad justice was served.
jaws dropped, and we looked at
each ocher and were like, 'Oh I'm glad that he didn't live .h~s

the bar exam and becoming a
practicing lawyer.
"I don't think anyone is standing up saying a Roger Williams
law education is for all practical purposes is che same as a
Harvard law education. It's
not. But we can say that if what
you're looking for is outcomes,
Harvard has a l 00 percent [bar
exam] pass rate and we have a
93 [percent pass rate] . It's pretty
good. It's not embarrassing," my God!"' .Goop,lbs. $aid. ~It
Bowden said.
was such a mix of emotions. I
For now, the RWU School of was happy, relieved, sad, angry,
Law is less concerned with U.S. all at the same rime."
NEWs AND WORLD REPoRT's
Coombs's father, Jeffrey, was a
measure of tlie institution and passenger on one of the Rights
is more interested in measur- to Los Angeles that were hiing how well the school can jacked on Sept. 11, 2001. Since
satisfy the needs of its smdents, his passing, Coombs and her
Bowden said.
family have created the Jeffrey
"Thar's the kind of measure Coombs Foundation, a com[we want] where we can look munity assistance organizaand say what does rhe tier matter when you can get the job
you want?"

~~i=
anything for me. My father was
still killed, and thousands of
other people were still killed,
and families grew up with someone not chere. 1'm relieved that
it happened and I'm happy chat
chey found him, but it doesn't
change anytliing for me."

Pell Grant availability

expected to deCline

CLARA MOSES! Herald Reporter
Funding for Pell Grants, financial aid that goes to college
students showing great financial need, will most likely cue
all across che nation before the
2012 fall semester.
The details are still being
worked out, but those who receive the current possible maximum amount of $5,500 could
see up to an $820 that would
take place for the grants bringing July l, 2012.
"Weve talked to a member of
che congregate delegation and
he is not optimistic at all," said
Lynn Fawthrop, Senior View
President of Enrollment Management and Communication.
According to theHUFFING'tON
PosT, "The Pell Grant.program
is che country!s cornerstone financial aid program, providing
scholarship aid to 9 .4 million
low and moderate-income students a year.'1
A cut on such an important

program could create drastic
changes - even Roger Williams
Univer~ity will be affected.
"The Pell Grant program is
intended for basically borderline or poverty families," said
Fawthrop.
While it is not typical to find
a large amount of such families
at a private university such as
RWU, there are still some.
In che fall of 2008, 11.7/ercent of students enrolle at
RWU received Pell Grants. This
number increased 31 percent
by 2010. That fall, 16.1 percent
received Pell Grants. This is not
surprising considering the state
of the economy in general.
The. university realizes che issues this may raise for their
students and is concerned,
Fawthrop said.
"Jn the past we have always
tried to make up for a reduction," Fawthrop said. "To the
ex.tent that it's fiscally possible,
we will try to make up the differetlce."
Cuts to Pell Grants could even

affect the decisions of prospective students.
"Where families are extremely
needy it does make a difference
in terms of access and where
chey can go," Fawthrop said.
With less financial aid, needy
young adults may have to
choose their colleges with chat
in the front of their minds.
It may be very difficult to stop
the cutting of Pell Grants as
well.
"Congress is in a tough position and it's really come down
co policies," Fawthrop said.
Affected students may not
want to speak out either, because as much as they could use
the funding they don't want co
attract attention to their financial situation.
Fawchrop encourages students
to fight however, because she
does not think that universities can make a change. on their
own.
"A grassroot~ effort on the part
of che students may be what it
takes," Fawthrop said.

MARK Fusco

Meaghan Coombs holds a photo ofher father, Jeffrey Coombs,
who died in the Sept. 11 attacks.
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TUITION: Fees will
increase for the
2011-2012 academic year

Sources give new details on bin Laden's
death; photo won't be released

Continued from page 1
the current budget and che budget before, we have raken our
about nine million dollars."
RWU's operating budget is
the sum coral of the university's
expenses. Because RWU covers
the majority of its coSLS through
tuition , revenue, keeping its
costs low is the chief means of
being able ro keep increases to
ruhion low.
"The economy is starting to
'
recover, but it has been a
very tough couple of yea.rs.
W,e certa.inly recogni:t.e that
chis has impacted students,
families, a?d their abili~y t~
pay for higher educ:mon,
Williams said. "So a couple
years ago we said to ourselves how can we reduce
cosrs without impacting the
educational impact or the
scudenr aspect."
In order to reduce costs,
Will~ams l~~ :in effort to bid
out ltS unlmes and health
care p~oviders to_ chc least
expensive companies.
"What WC are trying to do
is reduce our costs without
having co do some of the
other things that other colleges and universities did,"
Williarns said. "Some of the
other colleges and universities went through layoffs,
wem through programs that
have been discontinued,
and we have not had to do
thar because we had a conccrted effort co using good
business practice to reduce our
cost."
Though the administration
strives to budget wisely, it still
must cope with the negative effeces of an ailing national economy.
"Oil has gone up, so our heating costs have increased dramatically, and that's even caking
into account Senior Vice President Williams's [bidding out of
the heating contract] ... ," said

Lynn Fawthrop, Senior Vice cial aid," Fawthrop said. "And
President of Enrollment Man- rhat was intentional, given that
agement ang Communications. rhe university really wanted to
"Healthcare costs have gone up, ensure studencs would be able
the cost of electricity has gone to continue to financially afford
up. Food costs alone are some- co be here. We put a lot of the
thing you can't concrol. And money into the currently enagain, it's all becaw.e of the oil rolled population and then we
prices."
put some of the money into the
"It's those quasi-fixed costs, or entering class. But we were very
costs chat continue to rise, that purposeful in terms of ensuring
are really driving the need for an that we were just as intentional
- - - in terms of the aid packages with the returning
popuJati~n as WC :Yere with
the entermg class.
Because ~wy·s
r J• ·
.
aid resources arc firuce, me
univcrsicy looks to sru•
dents to seek as much fedZS
eraJ and rhird-party funding as possible.
t
"We do have a philosoJ
phy chat the firsc dollar in
the aid package is the studenc loan because we feel
students need co take on
the initial responsibili~,
:r
"'J'
'
and therefore, we require
Students tO take the maxiJL '
mum federal direct loan,"
Fawthrop said. "And then
•
we fill in need from there,
wilh instj.~tj~~ M4. !?e:ing the ptinc1pat rund in
in addition to work srudy."
According to che univert.
sity website, 85 percent of
students receive some form
_ Lynn Fawthrop of financial aid from the
university. This percentage
has been going up in reincrease in tuition," Fawthrop cent years, Fawthrop said.
said.
'Tm one, along with [WilAnother part of next year's in- Iiams], who spent a lot of time
crease includes tuition subsidy. looking at benchmarks and tryCounter intuitively, che univcr- ing w minimize the increase
sity needs to increase tuition in in tuition and fees, and overall
order to generate more funds costs for that matter, along with
for financial aid.
student affairs, so that we can
"Part of the budget incorporat- continue co make Roger Wiled an additional 3.4 miWon in Iiams University an affordable
financial aid. So when we look option," Fawthrop said.
at gross tuition revenue, we will
net out more money in finan-

"UJe do have a
phifosonh11 that the.first .
do/lar tn the atd
package the student
loan because We fiee/ he
d
k
stuuents nee to ta e on
the initial
resnonsibili1:11 and
therel'ore We
require students to take
the maximum federal

d.zrect loan . .. we fill .
dfa
h
nee om ere.

Annual Percent Increase of Tuition, Fees, Room, and
Board for Undergraduate, Non-Architecture Student~

1

Seconds after a Navy SEAL team entered a
room in his Pakistan compound, Osama bin
Laden was dead from rapid-fire shots to his
chest and forehead, according to a U.S. official
who has seen military reports of the raid.
President Barack Obama, not wantin$ to
inflame passions or appear to gloat, decided
not to release a photo of bin Laden's corpse, the
White House said Wednesday.
·
-CNN com

New Intel tech will create smaller,
faster microchips
When Intel's drive to shrink its _rrocessors
while maintaining speed began to hit a brick
wall, its silicon-chip wizards rethought conventional design widsdom.
The result of a decade of research is a processor
called Ivy Bridge, which will be smaller, faster
and -- perhaps most important in this mobile
world -- more energy-efficient.
-CNN com

Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan safe
after convoy attacked
Turkish ·Prhrt~~ti"IS'ta'~"1''fu i!ttelogan
said Wednesday one policeman was ·11ed and
another injured when his convoy was attacked
on its way to a campaign rally.
Erdogan was not in the convoy at the time of
the attack and was airlifted to his next stop in a
helicopter, N1V news reported.
-CNN com

Private employers added 179,000 jobs
in April
U.S. f.rivate employers added 179,000 jobs
in Apri , while payrolls for March were revised
up modestly, a report ~}7 a payrolls processor
showe&ion Wednesday.
The ADP Employer Services re2orr came in
shy of economists expectations for a gain of
198,000, according to a Reuters survey. March
private pa)'!'olls were revised up to an increase
of 207,000 from a previously reported 201,000.
-msnbc,msn.com

Telescopes snag Meathook Galaxy
Q.)

7.0%

Two complementary views of the so-called
Meathook Galaxy, released today, show how
astronomers are piecing together the history of
this lopsided group of stars.
The galaX)', located about 50 million light
years away in the southern constellation Volans
(The Flying Fish), is recognized for its asymmetrical spiral arms. One is tightly folded in
on itself and host to a recent suEernova, and
the other is dotted with new star formation and
extends far out from the nucleus.
-msnbc.msn.com
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A year in
•
review:
2010-2011
1. "Champagne named

interimdresident"
RWU name Ronald Champagne interim presidenc after
the July 2, 2010 resignation
of former president Roy J.
Nirschel. Champagne joined
the RWU family with an
intense enthusiasm and willingness to help the momencum of
the university.
2. "Meet your president"
In March, Donald J. Farish
was named rhe 10th president
of RWU, replacing lncerirn
President Ronald Champagne.
About 250 people crowded
inco the Global Heritage
Hall atrium to watch Richard
Bready, chairman of che Board
ofTrustces, on March 29,
2011.

3. "Public Safety videotapes write-ups; student feels
violated"
After violating.maximum capacity for a room parry, Public
Safery recorded footage of alcohol while writing up students
in Bayside. The issue called
student rights inco question.
4. "Dramatic conclusion:
HBO too pricey for ad.min"
The administration cancelled
HBO at the end of the spring
2010 semester in order to help
save the university money. The
$72,000 that the university
saved went to avoid an increase

5. ''Worth the Wait"
Spring concert[erformers,
Third Eye Blin and Lupe
Fiasco, delivered an impressive
show to nearly 2,000 students.
The concert went above expectations to those who waited
four hours in line for the sold
out show.
6. "Groundbreaking project
passed''
A new turf field replacing the
field in front of bayside is set to
begin construction this upcoming summer. The new field will
include stadium seating that
will set close to 600 people.

7. ''WQ.RI to return to air
following hiatus"
After five months of being off
air, due to equipment failure,
WQRI made the ultimate
comeback on November 18,
2011 . Once the organization
properly allocated money, the
repairs were made and the
radio came back to life.
8. "Gettin' trashed''
RWU administration placed a
campus-wide ban on Four Lokos, saying they posed a health
risk to students. Before the
ban, many hospital transports
were attributed to the popular
beverage.

9. "Students get infatuated
with Like-A-Little"
New website Like-A-Little ·
became a smash success on
campus due to its ability to
lee srudencs anonymously Birr
with anyone. Students everywhere were seen on the webpage the week before Thanksgiving break.

NEWS

_f""ACSiE

SPIEGEL: Benefactor dies at 92
Continued from page 1
Chairman of che Board of
Trustees, Richard L. Bready,
sent a campus-wide e-mail
announcing Spiegel's death,
accompanied by a brief summary of Spiegel's involvement
at RWU. In his e-mail, Bready
wrote, "It is with great sadness
thac I share the news that our
valued Board of Trustees member and longtime friend ... died
this week"
Bready went on to praise Spiegel for his "zealous commitment to the integration of global perspectives in education,"
noting that RWU will "forever
be grateful" to Spiegel for his
contributions to the university.
Bready's sentiments
were

sta•ents take seantl p-ce at

shared by others on campus, as
well.
"The faculty and staff of the
Peggy and Marc Spiegel Center
were saddened to hear of Mr. NICHOLLE BUCKLEY Assistant News Editor
Spiegel's passing," said Laura
Roger Williams University
DeAbruna, Provost of RWU.
and seniors cook home
juniors
"Mr. Spiegel was a special partner to Roger Williams Univer- second place this weekend in
sity in its goal of learning to the National Student Advertisbridge the world. He and his ing Competition (NSAC). The
wife were generous benefactors NSAC has been holding annual
of the Global Heritage Hall. competitions since 1973, which
More importantly, Mr. Spiegel RWU has parricipated in for
was a tireless advocate for global rhe last 5 years.
The second-place finish is
learning. His spirit will live on
in Roger Williams' core value of RWU's best ever placing at
developing global perspectives." the competition. Last year, the
Spiegel is survived by his wife school came in fourth; rwo
years before that it tied for last
Peggy. He was 92.
place.
Kathleen Micken, Professor
of Marketing, explained how
students prepare for the competition: "This is a year long program. First semester, the class is
called advertising research. The
second one is then NSAC. We
green" and keeps sustainability
do the background research in
as a priority.
the fall and we do the creative
The Center for Economic and strategies and execution in the
Environmental Development spring. The students can do ei(CEED) is also a part of sus- ther half or they can do both."
tainable efforts on campus.
Justin Reyes, a senior, has par"We do lots of green scuff over
ticipated in the competition the
here in CEED - one of the past two years.
main rea~ons we grow shellfish
"Each year a client pays to be
is that they are biological filters
a part of the compecirion. This
that help clean and dear up the year it was JC Penney,'' Reyes
water -you can't have a healthy said.
ecosystem without a healthy
JC Penney gave the particishellfish population," said Timp,ating students a case study.
othy Scott, Director of CEED.
'They write up a case study and
CEED also uses solar power say, 'Here's the problem. Here's
for their projects, like in the what we want you to accomshell6sh hatcliery located in the plish. Here's the target marker.'
new expansion of the Marine This year the target market was
and Natural Sciences (MNS) women age 25-34,'' Micken
building.
said.
RWU was one of three Rhode
There are rwo requirements
Island higher education institu- when entering this competitions to make the list compiled tion. The first is a student-creby THE PRINCETON REVIEW. ated plan book. It is a 32-page
The other schools in the state document that students put
were Brown University and cogether, which lays out all the
University of Rhode Island.
strategies and some example ex-

nati1•l
lllvertisin1
C1•petiti11
I

RWUranksin

PRINCETON REVIEW
I

LAUREN TIERNEY Herald Reporter

Roger Williams University has
been added to THE PRINCETON
REviEw's GumET0·3II GREEN

Cou.EGES. The list includes
308 institutions of higher education in the United States and
three in Canada.
The criteria used to determine
sustainable colleges included
innovative curriculum, campus culture, infrastructure, ·and
preparing students for green careers.
RWU currently offers a sustainability studies minor that
includes a range of course options relating to engineering,
biology, anthropology, political
science, and others. The university campus has eco-friendly
shuttles that run off recycled
canola oil from the kitchens.
Eco-reps, a program run by residential students, educates and
promotes sustainable efforts in
our campus community. The
university continues to "go

MAY 5, 2011

ecurions of the campaign. That
is due the first of April.
The second reguircmcnt is che
presentation of the plan. On
the first of May, students go to
the compecicion and showcase
a 2o:minute multi-media presentation that focuses more on
creative examples.
"We use a presentation editor
called Prezi. Ir's lil<e PowerPoint
on steroids. 1he judges primarily look at the research students
did, the strategies they developed, as well as their creativity
and media presentation," Micken said.
"This year our ra~line was
'Fashion That Fits, " Reyes
said. "We really cried to play
on the reality
clothing for
women: fashion that fits their
lifestyle, their body, rheir family, their profession. le was a real
campaign. We didn't try to be
funny. We really tried to hie the
target audience."
This year the competition was
held at the Hill Holiday, an advertising agency, in Boston.
"The judging differs every year.
This year there were two people
from JC Penney's corporate office, one person from Saatchi
and Saatchi, which is JC Penney's ad agency, and there were
two other women from a place
called M-planet,'' Micken said.
1
' Getting second place h kind
of bitler5Weet for me," Rey.es
said. "It awesome because this
is the highest finish that Roger
Williams has ever done. Last
year we got fourth place, but
this year we felt we had all the
right pieces in place to get first
place. Although second place is
awesome and we beat BU, going in and expecting first place
is still kind of a shot to the
heart. It's awesome but it stinks

of

is

at the same time."
Winning first place was another Rhode Island school,
Johnson and Wales University.
Ac NSAC, RWU also competed against: Boston University,
Emerson College, Quinnipiac
University, Salem State University, University of Hartford, and
University of New Haven.
The winner will continue on
to nationals in San Diego where
it will compete for a $5.,000
prize.
Although Reyes said he was
disappointed, Micken said she
was ecstatic. "This was our fifth
year in the competition. The
first year we were just a couple
points below fourth. The next
year we cied for last. The third
year, there was tremendous
disagreement within the class
about whar approach to rake
so we didn't go to the competition. Last year we took fourth
out of seven schools and this
year we were second out of
eight schools. Given that, I am
delighted thac we took second
place.
"In taking second, we were
better than BU, who won the
district lasr year and then went
to the National competition
and won fifth nationally. Emerson is often the winner and
we were better than they were.
The presenration was perfect,"

~$lid.: - - - - - - "I think this is a tremendous
experience for students. Especially when you get to be a
senior I think you get tired of
sining in a class," Micken said.
"This is an opportunity to rake
what you learned and then apply it. The students are incredibly talented and inventive."

All access1 Meet the new·lace of the web
I

AMANDA NEWMAN Managing Editor
TnE HAWKs' I IERALD sac
down with Suzanne Barnes,
Roger Williams University's
new Chief Information Officer (CIO), who is responsible,
among other things, for maintaining the internet on campus.
Barnes was hired on February
14, 2011, replacing former
CIO Joe Pan~born.

improve IT so that students can
get help. This summer, we will
also be moving Computopia
so that it is centrally located.
Computopia will also now support Macs and PCs beginning
in the fall. And rbey now provide seven by 24Jlour support
for everyone.

HH: Students have long complained about the internet at
RWU. How have you been adTHE. HAWKS HERALD: What
dressing these concerns?
are your goals as CIO?
Suzanne Barnes: My goals are
ro improve the communication

between Wormation Technology (IT) and students, faculty,
and staff; provide helpful technology to everyone; maintain
infrastructure, and provide the
best customer service for everyone at the university.
We are starting to accomplish
some of these goals: this summer, we will be improving the
website with (the Marketing
Communications department]
co be part of a new look. We
wane to have sections for students, faculty, staff, and parents,
have more self-help sections,
and generally make it easier to
figure out where and how to get
things better. Also, we want to

SB: Students have long complained about the Internet at
RWU. How have you been addressing these concerns?
I totally understand where students are coming from. Two
major uses of the network are
for gaming and downloading movies. We are working to
support that as well as general
needs on campus. Downloading causes issues and causes
rhe nccwork co bog down. We
increased the Internet capacity
by 60 percent - the result of
studies we ran on the wireless
signal throughout the dorms
and having been improving
any weak signals. However, the
wired network always gets faster
speed. Also, we are upgrading

our technology for the Internet
building by building. We are
in the process of moving data
more efficiently. We are also being extremely cost-efficient and
conscious of tuition money.
We have a specific, planned,
approach on how to upgrade.
I encourage srudents to let me
know if they're receiving a weak
signal. We've already had a student tell us abour a unique area
on campus and we improved
the access [in that area]. I'm
very open to that.
HH: How would you evaluate

biggest challenges are going to be?
SB: They're not so much challenges as the ability co move
forward and build, bye . ''!" trying to get the word out ... some
students don't realize they can
get help at all hours on some
level and having the time to get

everything done. We've put cogethcr a great roadmap to get
going.... Also, making sure the
infrastructure is strong enough,
because it is going co be the
backbone. But I have a great
team; they're very dedicated.
The easy part was to come here.

the current network and signal
strength?
SB: [Laughs] In regards to
wireless [access] across campus, during the day, it's fine,
but during the day it slows
down because of the amount of
people using it. This is why we
increased the capacity by 60%.
We are also looking co increase
hardware-wise. In a couple of
years we will be able to improve
our bandwidth access, because
there's more bandwidth being
brought into Brisco), and we are
part of a consortium of schools
that will allow us to take advantage of that.
HH:

What do yoit think your

Suzanne Barnes, RWU's new Chief Information Officer
(CJO), is ready to improve Internet access on campus.
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1• IPTl basses are d..,, s•tller, sb11 alhnit stu•ents fir free
I

DARIELLE TERRY Herald Reporter

Bouncing through the cight,
narrow streets of downtown
Bristol, the Rhode Island Public Transportation Authority
(RIPTA) bus makes frequent
stops to pick up students
and Briscolians alike. All day,
everyday, the route 60 bus
travels between Newport and
Providence, passing through
Bristol. offering convenient,
inexpensive, and now environmentally friendly transponacion.
RIPTA has found a way to
provide an even more environmentally friendly transportation service by introducing hybrid buses. ·
"The new buses ride a lot
smoother. 1hese [currenc]
buses do not cake the bumps
well," said RIPTA driver Ron
Bay.
The bus route that cravels
through Bristol has not been
lucky enough to have the new
buses yet, but they are expected
to grace the screets of Bristol
soon.
"The new ones do not have the
transmitter for the bridge yet,"
said Bay, who has driven the
new buses, just not along route

60.
The hybrid buses are powered
by clean diesel hybrid electrical
propulsion systems, have new
soft seating, and have improved

shock absorbers for a better
ride. Most importantly though,
they save aprroximately 20 percent on fue and reduce up to
50% percent of nitrogen oxides, according to Cristy Rapa-

is released into the air.
However, students now have
an opportuniry to take improved and enhanced environmentally friendly public transportation services. Students like

look really nice, chey arc cleaner, and smell a lot better," Levasseur said.
The fact that they save on fuel
and release fewer emissions into
rhe air is also a big improve-

CoURTFSY RIPTA
One ofthe new clean diesel hybrid busses travels along one ofthe many RfPTA routes.

Ihough the 60 route that services RWU does not yet have the hybrid busses, it will eventually.
so, the marketing coordinator
for RIPTA.
Taking public transportation
is already an environmentally
friendly thing to do. The fewer
the number of cars on the road,
the less the amount of pollution

Emily Levasseur, who have ridden the hybrid buses, say they
are a big improvement.
"I take the RIPTA a
few times a week. It is an easy
way to get to Providence and
my internship. The new buses

ment for the RIPTA rider.
"It's great that the new RIPTA
buses are hybrid. This sets a
great example and shows awareness to other Rhode Islanders
and commuters that we have to
be careful with the environment

Bridges to Bristol Bo
The following community participants have agreed to offer discounts to RWU faculty, staff and
students. Please show your RWU card to take advantage of the offers!
RWU does not sponsor or endorse any of the bu:.inesses indtJded iri rl1is Ii&!, nor does it guarantee the quality of the products and services.
Alayne White Spa
259 Thames Street, Bristol RI
401 ·254-1772

Pace Accounting and Tax Service
12 Constitution St, Bristol RI
401-253 8236

Chris Woodard ot
Keller Williams fast Bay
259 Thomes Street. Bristol RJ

EBFP Thrift Shop
I 50 franklin St, Bristol. RI
{entrance on Woad St.)

40 l ·640-.3481

401-396-9490

Oggi Photo
A· Fronklin SI, Bristol RI

Kate & Company
30: Hope St, Bristol RI

DeWolf Tavern

401-253-2351

401-253 1117

259 Tham01 Street

Aull Pilatcs & Movement Studio
259 Thornes Street, Bristol Pl

Paper Packaging & Panache
418 Hope St, Bristol RI
AO 1· 253-2273

Hair, Heart & Soul
55 State St. Br:stol RI

401·254·2005

401-253·5200

Tonner Law ltd
530 Woad St, Sviie 204, Bristol RI

Bristol Yoga Studio
676 Hope St, Brisiol RI

Hmbor Both & Body
251 Thames St
Bri~tol RI

Bmtol RI

401 ·253-7854

.

401 396-9170

.401·569-0147

Leo's Ristoronte

Flogs al the landing

la Bella
78 Stole ·st. Bnstol RI

365 Hope St, Bristol RI
401 -253-9300

251 Thames St, Bristol RI
401-25.4·3927

401 ,253·3331

Coastal Chiropractic Group
450 Hope St, Bristol Rl

Green River Silvec Co
. 297 Hope St, Bristol RI

4.44 TllQmes St, Bristol RJ
401 ·254-1188

401 ·253·1130

401-253·5005

Redlefsen's

The Arxhor Martini Bar
29 State St, Bristol RI
401-253-9747

Lobster Pot

The Joy Shop
450 Hope St, Bristol RI

119· 121 Hope St, Bristol RI
401-253'9100

401·253-8982

Ann Taylor Loh
180 Country Road, Barrington, RI
401-254-0358

Revival
227 Thomes St

Bristol, RI
Sherwin Williams
oll locoti0f1s
Sprint & Nextel
ull locatioos
Town Foir Tire
all locorions
Volvoline Car Core
oil lofotions

we live in," Levasseur said. "It is
our responsibility to do whatever we can to help our environment."
In addition to the new buses,
RIPTA has also developed a
five-year strategic plan to improve public transportation in
Rhode Island. 1his will include
new service routes to accommodate more passengers and
connect riders with new destinations that will hopefully improve the economy in the state.
Some parts of this plan have already been put into effect.
Just in time for the end-of-rhesemester hustle home, RIPTA
has added a new line from Kennedy Plaza in Providence to the
Warwick Train Station. This
line will conveniently bring students within walking distance
of T.F. Green Airport. This will
certainly help cue down on travel time and headaches for those
heading to Warwick and catching a flight out of Rhode Island.
Another added benefit of riding RIPTA is that it does not
hurt the average student's wallet
at all
All Roger Williams University
students can ride the RIPTA
anywhere they want in Rhode
Island for free. RWU provides
students with RIPTA passes
that can be picked up at the ID
office in the commons.
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Beam from
Ground Zero
trucked to Bristol
I

ERIC DICKERVITZ Bristol Phoenix

Ray Sabourin, the owner ofMagaziner Farm. offofPoppasquash Rd. in Bristol grows vegetables,
like these garlic pl.ants, to help feed starving children.

New manager needed
for food bank farm
I

ERIC DICKERVITZ Bristol Phoenix
Other than a small flower garden he keeps in his yard, Ray
Sabourin had never thought
about becoming a farmer until
he learned his casual interest in
gardening could help feed hungry children.
For nine years, Mr. Sabourin
has made the drive ftom his Riverside home to the Magaziner
Farm off Poppasquash Road
in Bristol three days a week to
spend a few hours mending
fences, planting, weeding, harvesting, or doing whatever jobs
needed to be done on the farm.
But now Mr. Sabourin is ready
to pass the plow on to someone
else who wants to be outdoors
and do something good for the
community.
Volunteers at the community farm grow fresh produce
for the RI. Community Food
Bank. Mr. Sabourin and his
wife, Bonnie, were motivated to
volunteer at the food bank after
Mrs. Sabourin saw a newspaper
article about the growing number of Rhode Island children
who regularly go to bed hungry.
"She thought it would be a
good idea to do. something to
help," said Mr. Sabourin, who
served the last five years as the
farm's manager.
They began volunteering at
the food bank, where they
would stock shelves, sort food
and do other tasks to help those
in need. At the same time, the
concept of growing fruit and
vegetables in comm~nity farms
was being developed.
Mr. Sabourin joined a group
offour or five volunteers to tend
an acre of land donated by the
Magaziner family to help stock
the food bank. Although Mr.
Sabourin started out as a farmhand, "It took off from there,"
he said, and he became the farm
manager a few years later.
After a few years in operation,

the first farm manager left, leavThe farm volunteers share
ing a group of three people to a desire to combat hunger in
share the responsibility of man- Rhode Island. Born in Triniaging the farm. Of the three, dad, Ben Rajkumar couldn't be"One passed away, one moved lieve when he heard that people
away. That left Ray," he said, in America were starving. He
referring co himself. "I had would see news accounts of surenough conracts to make it go." plus wheat being dumped and
From community groups to corn being used to create ethastudent volumeers, the farm nol. It was during a golf match
has the hands necessary to work that a friend asked him if he'd
the land. Mr. Sabourin, how- like to help work in a commuever, hopes someone or another nity garden. When he learned
small group of people, will vol- rhe farm was only six miles
unteer to replace him and take away from his Bristol home, he
over the responsibilities of farm couldn't say no.
manager.
"It's very uplifting," said Mr.
"It's a great example of com- Rajkumar, who has volunteered
munity teamwork," he said. "I for three years. "Ray leads from
have some wonderful volunteers the front. If you enjoy doing
who get together informally to something, others will enjoy
decide what we need co do."
helping."
The major responsibility is
The RJ. Community Food
ensuring the farm has planes Bank spends about $1 million
to tend. The farm relies on do- each year to stock its Cranston
nated seeds and seedlings, from distribution center.
the University of Rhode Island
"As companies became more
and other sources. "Every once efficient, the donor stream
in a while we'll get a call to say has dried up," said Bruce Zasomeone has extra planes or rembka, the food bank's direcseedlings they wane to donate," ror of acquisitions. "We service
he said. Once the food is ready 180 member service agencies
to be harvested, volunteers get around the state, including
it from vine to the food bank as Bristol Good Neighbors." The
quickly as possible.
farms are "really a communityAt just under one acre, the driven program," he said. "Ray
farm is manageable and can still has been a cornerstone," with
produce a significant amount the Magaziner Farm harvesting
of produce for the food bank. nearly 8,000 pounds of produce
With a regular volunteer staff each season.
of six, the farm relies on groups
With the ground finally
who visit periodically to "get thawed from winter, ML Sabtheir bands dirty" tending to ourin and other volunteers are
crops of squash, tomatoes, pep- preparing the land for the uppers, beans, eggplant and what- coming planting. Last week,
ever other vegetables are donat- Mr. Sabourin surveyed the crop
ed to grow on the farm.
land cucked away in the woods
"There's a sense of satisfac- off Poppasquash Road, and
tion that comes from working contemplated leaving.
a farm," Mr. Sabourin said.
"You see deer, coyotes, fox and
"When I started out, the tasks hawks all around. It's a peaceweren't that great." The more ful place," he said of the farm's
the farm grew, the more he had location. Still, 'Tm turning 70
to learn about management in
tlus summer. I'd like to play a
addition to farming. "It's more little more golf with my wife
about being able . to delegate and spend more time with my
tasks," he said.
grandchildren.'.'

It's rusted, twisted and tattooed with unknown materials, some of which pierce
straight through the foot-thick
steel. This piece of rubble from
Ground Zero will be displayed
at the Bristol Fire He:tdquarters
& Rescue Station as a sobering
memorial ro the victims of Sept.
11, 2001.
On Wednesday, April 27, Fire
Chief Robert Martin drove
down to a security-tight hangar situated along the tartnac at
JFK Airport. Waiting outside,
Chief Martin watched as the
200-pound artifact of the Sept.
11, 2001 terrorist attack was
loaded into his rruck. Part of a
support beam dug·om from the
rubble, the 3-foot-long section
will be displayed at the station
on Annawamscutt Drive as a
source of inspiration and a symbol of honor to all the people
affected by the event.
The process to obtain the artifact was initiated by David
Wood.bury, said Chief Martin.
Mr. Woodbury, a firefighter and
architect who worked on the
fire station project, applied during the planning phase of the
project.
"It rook two years from making the .request to getting the
award letter," C hief Martin
said. "We didn't know what we
would get."
He described clJat hanger at
JFK as being full of rubble of
varying sizes, all remnants of
the 9/11 destruction.
Examining the steel beam,
for now placed inside a storage room at fire headquarters,
Battalion Chief James Vieira
remarked on the force it must

have taken to twist the steel and
drive other items through the
steel.
' "There's some kind of paper
or insulation jammed up inside
the steel," he said, musing that
it might be from an office inside
one of the Towers. Commenting on the condition of the
metal, he said, "The temperature had to be 1,000 degrees
or more to expand the steel for
premature collapse."
Righl after the 9/11 attack,
the Bristol Fire Department
offered assistance to their New
York counterparts in any way
they could, said Chief Martin. '
"New York had such a large
mutual aid system," he said,
that a Bristol team didn't go.
But, he _said, they were willing
to help in any way they could.
"It was a trying time," said
Battalion ChiefVieira, recalling
that it was his first year full-.Pme
on the department.
The . presence of the artifact
was a sobering reminder of the
unpredictability of life. Chief
Martin recognized the 343 firefighters who lost their lives trying to save others and the many
others who were killed in the
attack.
"It has to stand for more than
fi,refighrers," he said of the artifact that lay in front of him.
"That day changed my life."
Chief Martin will assemble
a committee ro decide where
and how to weave the piece of
American history into the fabric
of Bristol. In accepting a piece
of the rubble, the fire department had to agree to display
ir for the public. - "It will be
prominently displayed," Chief
Manin said.

Polk~: Bo

brought
knife to sc ool with
intent to harm
I

the boy was having a problem
with another student.
Police say a 13-year-old Bris"He made it known that he
tol boy brought a box cutter was having problems, and chat
to school in Warren last Friday he wasn't going to be pushed
with the intent of harming an- around by the other kid," said
other student.
Sgt. Brule.
The boy, who was not identiFrom here, the boy could end
fied by police due to his age, was up either in Family Court or in
arrested Friday at about 1 p.m. front of the Juvenile Hearing
after police received a call from Board in Warren. The board is
a counselor at the Kickemuit designed for first-time offend,.
Middle School. Warren police ers, but in order to appear bedetective Sgt. Roland Brule said fore the board the accused must
the· boy was charged with pos- admit to the charge filed against
session of a weapon on school them. Sgt. Brule said he doesn't
grounds. The school has a zero know which route this case will
tolerance policy toward weap- take, but "99 percent of (simions, he said, "and we prnsecute lar) cases end up before the
all of them."
hearing board."
Der. Brule said it appears that

TED HAYES Bristol Phoenix
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And your senior class speaker is...
I

KATLYN PROCTOR Features Editor
After completing a rigorous application process chat
involved submitting a taped
presentation, senior Dan Shea
was selected to speak at the
Commencement Ceremony on
May 21. THE HAwxs' HERALD
sat .down with Shea and talked
to him about being selected
to speak in front of the RWU
administration, alumni, his
friends, family, and mosr importancly, the entire senior class.
Why did you apply to speak
at Commencement?

President Champagne thinks fondly ofhis time at RWU.

Champagne's
farewell address
I

HENRY LOUGHLIN Sports Editor

in his receiving of a doctorate in
• the foundations of mathematics

_Depend~ng on one's percep- and. physics. .

~on of ttme, a year can seem
~e an eternity or like it goes by

Pn_?r co caking the Interim
Prestdenr post at RWU, Chamhke a flash.
pagne served as President of
_Though the latter is more Sainr Xavier University, and,
likely to apply in the context more recently, as inrerim presiof Interim President Ronald dent of both Shimer and MerCha?1pagne's tenure at Roger rimack Colleges.
Wtlhams University, it is with- " Champagn_e cited a strong
out doubt chat he will be able to
~derstandmg of and dedicalook back on his year at RWU non co ~cademic excellence" as
ac a variety of experiences.
fo~ pomts of the positive exA native of the Ocean State, penence he will take from his
Champagne holds a bachelor's year at RWU ·
deg~ee from Duquesne Uni- . "If a proje~t is offer;;d here, it
vers1ty, along with Master's de- ~~ the best tt can be, he said.
The commicmei:it co resources,
grees from Fordham University
and ~e Catholic University of support, . ed~canon, teac~ing,
Amenca. After- earning these and learnmg JS remarkable. He
degrees, he returned to ford- went on to add that the comham to complete his studies, the mirmen.t of tuition dollars toculmination of which resulted ward~ direct instruction is "the

See PRESIDENT, page 12

I feel like I've had a lot of
unique experiences chat probably most people at the University don't get to take part in.
At the same time, I've gotten to
delve in a lot of different things
chat have kind of gotten me acquainted with a ton of differenr
people from our class. I feel like
I gotten a great feel for what
our class has done and what
the identity of our class has become. I tried to put into words
all the successes we've had.

......

What was your reaction to
the news?

MARK Fusco
Dan Shea, a senior, and Traditions Co-Chair for CEN,
will speak at Corne~~rrz!'!!_on May, 21.
I was very excited. It's a great
honor and I was humbled that I an image for your class. It's not excited to be able to do it.
was selected and it's something something that I planned to do
that I'm caking very seriously. I or intended to but it worked
Are you nervous?
feel very honored and privileged
to rake part in it.
Was it something you always
wanted to do?

It wasn't something that I
planned to do. It's something
that, like I said, I'm really honored to do because it is kind of
representative of your class and
I get to go up there and portray

out for me.
I'm actually not. Presenting
Do you hope to get anything
out of speaking?
Just being able to represent
the class and put into my own
words what the school has
meant for myself and my entire
class. Putting into words the accomplishments we've had is just
kind of a thrill for me and I'm

has never really been tough for
me. As long as I'm fine with the
material and as long as I know
what I'm saying and what I'm
speaking about. Then again, I
say that now, a couple weeks
out of presenting in front of a
big audience but I'm really not
too nervo~s. Not yet, at least.

pa
rtin·
Q
t.houQhts
Cass
officers
Qive
I

BEN WHITMORE Editor-in-Chief

Ben Sisko: I kind of think
of us as kind of a bridge from
the old Roger Williams to the
new Roger Williams. I mean,
we're sitting in GHH now; this
wasn't here when we were freshmen. The new residence hall ...
ment.
pretty much upgrades all over
And then our senior
campus.
THE HAwKs' HERALD: How
would you define the class of gift was giving to the turf field
so I mean right now, Roger
2011?
Williams is only going up and
Stephanie Birch: I think I think our class had a lot co do
the last four years we've re- with it.
ally grown as a class and when
I think of the class of 2011, I HH: What have been some spethink mostly of a community. I cific ways in which your class
chink that over the years we've has contributed to the rise of
grown together and that indi- the university?
vidually we've all become successful people. I think the class SB: I chink that a lot of memof 2011 has given back to the bers in our class have taken the
university and has done a lot of rime to scan initiatives on camgreat things for Roger Williams.
See ICC, page 12

sat
down with Stephanie Birch, the
Senior Class President, and Ben
Sisko, the Senior Cl.ass Secretary,
to ask them about their outlook
sixteen days from commenceTHE HAWKS' HERALD

Senior Class President Stephanie Birch (Left) and Secretary Ben Sisko (Right).
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Caitlin Sue Abrahamson
Nicole Marie Aghjayan
Onoz.iakpezi Agodo
Casey Lyn Aiello
Muraina A. Akinfolarin
Sue Carol Albano
Cory Edmour Alix
Courtney M.T Allan
Nicholas A. Allegretta
Jennifer Allen
Jennifer L. Allen
Patrick Earle Allen
AbduWah I. Alrediny
David C. Alverson, Jr.
Brandon Louis Ambrose
Krystal Lynn Ambrozaitis
Jordan Alex Amdur
Meagan Kathleen Amylon
Caidlyn A. Anderson
Samantha Rose Anderson
Taylor Elizabeth Anderson
Aaron Nicholas Andreoli
Isaac John Andreoli
Robert Cake Andreozzi
Michael£. Andrews
Carol J. Anguilla
Joseph F. Annino
Valda M. Aponik
Jonathan Teelen Archbald
Rushton William Ardrey
Nichole Lynn Ares
Alyssa Nicole Arne
Amanda Ann Arno
Bren P. Arnold
Michael C. Arnold
Nicole Kelley Atchue
Nicholas R. Aube
Christian Helmuth Augenstein
Scott Avcdisian
Marian Hadley Avery
Kelsey Rio Baaklini
Alice Elizabeth Badger.
Charles S. Baeder
Brittany Laurina Bailey
Ronald Lee Baird, Jr.
Jodi Lauren Baloga
Cassie Danielle Balzano
Tanya Ann Ban;U
Michael R. Barboza
Jerry Maniwar Barcon
Meredith Susanne Barlowe
Michelle S. Barnes
Stephanie Ann Barone
Jennifer L. Bastille
Deanna Beth Baxter
Jeffrey A. Bayliss
Adam B. Beard
Dylan J. Beck
David C. Becker
Nerise A. Beckford
Nicholas Mathew Begley
Rachel L. Benedetti
Meredith E. Bergen
Lauren Bergeron
Brett J. Bergman
Heather Elizabeth Berkley
Shannon Taylor Bernard
Janelle Teresa Berneche
Jason E. Bernstein
Julia A. Bernstein
Sarah Hogan Beron
Kenneth Baptiste Berry
Matthew Robert Berte
Stephanie Marie Birch
Adam Lowell Bissonnette
Tucker Whitney Blagden
Danielle Yvonne Blake
Colene S. Blish
Larry DonnaJJ Blocker
Esther Emma Boas
Kyle P. Bogucki
Jamayl·Syed Bokhari
Stephanie Tanya Botelho
Russell Albert Borvin
Nicholas Andrew Bouchard
Sarah Lauren Bourbeau
Meagan Amanda Bousquet
Krystin Marie Bower
Kyle E. Bowie
Edward A. Boyle
Daniel Emerson Boyle
Katherine E. Bozeman
Kacherine Ann Bradley
Javier Bravo
Frederick Allen Braxton
Michael Evan Brennan
Samantha Marie Foley Brennan
Sean Parrick Brennan
Tamara R. Brewer
Cullen Pacrick Briggs
Dawn K Brighrman
Ashley Ann Brinkmann
Christopher W Brito
David M. Broccoli
Brittany Re Broderick
Melisa A. Bromley
Melinda D. Brooke
Carolyn Liddell Brown
Eric M. Brown
Timothy Allen Brownell

~

James Browning
Fatima S. Bukhamseen
Mark Buchan
Gregory Joseph Buckingham
Lauren Olivia Buckley
Sean Raymond Buckley
Samantha M. Buechner
Roberr John Burgess
Brittni Kristen Burke
Kathrynn Noel Burns
Mary Kare Burns
Nicholas William Burns
Marlene Melissa Burr
Maiken Elizabeth Bursig
Anthony Francis Buzzerio
Patrick Michael Byrne
Kelly Ann Cabral
Flor Maria Cabreja
Christina W. Cady
Danielle Erin Cady
Katie Christa Morgan Cahoon
Haylee Firzgerald Calabrese
Jamie Lynn Calenda
Joseph A. Calzone N
Nicolas John Cambi
Kathryn Marie Camera
Cody M. Cammarata
Derek E. Camj>anelli
Danielle Mary Campbell
Rachel Elizabeth Caplan
Lindsay Capone
.Emily Elizabeth Caputo
Joseph Albinus Carello
Marissa Rose Carr
Melisa Ivette Carrasquillo
Christopher Eugene Carroll
Kristopher W Carrer
James F. Carver
Talya Caspi
Frank Castorina
Caitlyn Marie Cawthron
Jessica Lauren Centrella
Tan Fung Chan
Valerie Jan Charbonneau
Sheila Marie Chasse
Tyler John Cheney
Brian A. Chester
Derek Ross Chisholm
Samantha Gean Cholewa
Sarah Danielle Cholewa
Brian T. Choquette
Theresa Marie Chriscoe
Peter M. Church
Samantha L. Ciaccia
Michael P. Ciresi
Andrew Terence Srephens Clark
Thanh Steven Clark
D~nald R. Clarke
Esther Bendu Clarke
Kelly Lynne Clarke
Rebecca Karhleen Cleary
Pamela Nicole Clemens
Nicholas Benton Coburn
Kelley A. Cochrane
Bryan Edward Cohen
Ashley Elizabeth Colerti
Stephanie Lynn Collins
1aylor Andrew Collison
Louis Andrew Cona
Alanna Beth Conn
Kyle Scotr Connelly
Maureen A. Connelly
Dustin R. Conner
Jillian Mahoney Conroy
Alicia Rose Cooper
Kevin Lanser Corcoran
Brittany R. Cornell
Megan Elizabeth Cornell
Michael A. Corraro
Brianna Solange Correira
Sean Patrick Corrigan
Brian Edward Costa
Shana L. Costa
Counney Julienne Costello
Jessica Marie Costigan
James Joseph Cote
Kayla Lillian Cotter
Kaitlin M. Couet
Dale Donald Coutu
Brian W. Coyne
Stacy Ryan Crain
Jessica Rose Crawford
Lindsey R. Crepeau
Anthony Crespi
Taylor Anne Crockett
Amanda Ellen Cronin
David John Cronin
Alejandra E. Cross
Daniel C. Cross
James D. Crowther, Jr.
Mary Hayden Cullen
Joanna Moore Cummings
Paige Irene Cunningham
Aimee Nicole Curran
Janice V. Curtiss
Pamela Sue Cutrone
"lheresa L. D'Orsi
Kelly M. daPonte
Benjamin Kennech DaPonre
Allison S. D'Agati
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Troy A. Dahlgren, Jr.
Caleb Daigle
Donald Kisali Oalizu
Raymond Luke Damiano
Kevin Michael Danaher, Jr.
Derek James Dandurand
Katie A. Dansereau
Brian G. Darrow
Jessie Renee Davey-Mallo
Jennifer R. Davis
Kathleen E. Dawson
Michael James Defrancesco
Francesco A. DeLuca
Mia Angela Delucco
Kelly R. De Moura
Brett DePaola
Christopher A. DePeri
·Giancarlo Vincent DeSario
Ryan Mark Decker
Francis Martin Degrand
Anna Ruth Delgado
Misty Grace Delgado
Michael N. DelVaHe
Eric Lee Depp
James G. Deslandes
Adam Louis Descremps
Ryan T. Devenney
H William Devitt IV
Barry J. DiGirolamo
Paul Churchhill Dileo
Caitlin Annette DiNallo
Monique Martina DiTullio
Timothy Hamilton Digan Jr.
Lisa M. Diogenes
Rebekah Catherine Dion
Spencer M. Dionne
Violet Karen Dixon
Cassandra Dockray
Sean Arnold Dodds
Shelby Elizabeth Doherty
Elyse J. Dolde
Rowena Dawn Downing
Brianna Flora Drake
Timothy John Driscoll
Michael P. Dubreuil
Samantha Michele Duggan
Lindsay N. Dulude
Donald James Dunham
William Edward Dunn
Samantha Lee Dupere
Diane L. Dupont
Anthon,rJ. Duva
Thelma L. Dz.ialo
Samantha Catherine Eckel
David Loring Eichorn
Caitlin N. Elby
Angela Marie Elizondo
Lauren Elizabeth Elliott
Jonathan M. Ellis
Stephen Joseph Epifano
Emerald Epke
Beth Marie Escobar-Diaz
Malia Kathleen Fagan
Jared M. falconer
Augusto C. Faria
Leanne G. Farrell
Megan Elizabeth Farrell
Christopher Michael Farrington
Corer J. Fava
Lisa Michelle Fealy
Brittany lee Feacherstone
Caitlin Bridget Feeley
Russell Thomas Feely
Austin R. Fehringer
Minsi Feng
Kaiclin Diane Ferrara
Lauren Elizabeth Ferri
Erica Lynn Fenoco
Mason Oppenheimer Fields
Monica Filgo
Hannah Rose Filip
Colleen Joan Finan
Scott R. Finger
Shannon Aileen Finney
Amelia Rose Fiore
Lauren Katherine Flannery
Kevin Michael Fleischmann
Kate Ashley Fleming
R)'an A. Fletcher
Matthew David Flynn
Matthew John Fochler
Robert A. Ford
Jessica Forlenza
Adam T. Forsblom
Meghan-Elizabeth Foster
Nicole Foti
Jacqueline Lorraine Fougere
Noelle B. Fougere
Juliet Marie Fowler
Michelle Lynn Fox
Valerie J. Fram
Michael R. Frase
Robert Fraser
Kristen Elizabeth Fratto
Matthew Ryan Frechette
Michael Richard Freda
·corey B. Frederickson
. HughArthurFreund
Michael Scott Friedman
Domenic John Fruci

Matthew S. Frymus
Amy Rose Fuson
Brian M. Gagnon
Samantha Nicofe Gaito
Christina Marcela Gallagher
Andrew Todd Gallant
Brittany Elizabeth Gallin
Alyse Evelyn Galoski
Maya Elizabeth Ganguly
CoryT. Gans
John Paul Garlasco
Georges Girard Gautherin
Kenneth David Gebo
Carly Gelormine
Sandra Lee Stevenson Gempp
Jarren R. Gendreau
Bernard Stanley Georges
Jean Ricardy Georges
Benjamin Peter Gerardi
Carl James Gerhard
Morgan Elii.abeth Germond
Andrew D. Gervais
Carissa Lynn Gervasi
Molly Bancroft Gessford
Todd J. Geweke, Sr.
Danielle M. Giambrone
Steven A. Gilben
Dana Chapin Gillespie
Erin C. Gilliam
Sean D. Gilpatrick
Brendan McCarthy Glasser
Alexander Roben Gleason
Christopher John Goldsmith
Richard Michael Goldsmith
Samantha Bonnie Goodman
Lauren C. Gosnell
Jillian M. Goulet
Alan Neal Gourd
Philip Justin Gouchro
Allison K. Gouveia
Susan Graham
Dajana Grbic
Caitlin DeMuth Greenwood
Donald Walter Gregory ill
Matthew Anthony Grenier
Nicholas Parks Griffin
Sarah Elizabeth Grill
Alison Marie Grimaldi
Melissa M. Grinnell
Lisa Nicole Grossman
Christopher A. Gove
Matthew ,Adam Gi,uneberg
Christine Elizabeth Guarino
Michael Paul Guarino
Jrcania Guerrero
Elizabeth M. Guest
Julie Maria Guest
Nicole Mikel Habin
Bri~t Kelley Hagan
Bri et Ann Hajjar
Ti any L. Haines
Lorene Joanne Hall
Zoe Anne Hall
Claire Halliday
Samantha Jo Han1ilton
Noah Burnside Hammond
Joshua Richard Hanna
Liam E. Hauratty
Margaret C. Hanvey
Jared Daniel Harding
Clayton Thom~ Hardon Ill
Michael Davis Harrington
Thomas William Harrington
Rebecca Ly~ n lilrt
Nicholas E. Hawvermale
Robert James Hayward
Richard Wayne Heffner
Nicholas Heineman
Ryan Patrick Heise
Sierra A. Helm
Valerie Ann Herman
Nicholas A. Herrick
Jeremy Michael Hesford
Sarah McGee Hess
Connor J. Hetherington
Stephanie Barbara Hicinbothem
Kevin Charles Higgins
William S. Higgins
Ashley Marie Hobbs
Alexandra L. Hodgman
Lynn Madeline Hoegen
Brian Edward Hoffnlan
Rian Richard Hofstad
Roseleen Anne Holder
William Roben Hood
Rachel Elizabeth Horsman
Koshi Hoshi
Daniel H. Hoskins
Renee A. Hotaling
Saad Houri
Kira Felicia Howell
Tara Emily Hoyt
Jillian Erin Hurd
Allison Renee Hutchins
Kelley Marie Hutchinson
Laura Elyse lannaccone
Deven S. Iannone
Katherine Lee Ilaria
Michela Mobilia lriti
Lauren E. ltzla

Jonathan P. lzzi
Andrew Robert Jackson
Brian Paul Jackson
LeDonna M. Jackson
Amanda Lee Jacobsen
Phillip Vincent Jacques
Su nil Jagannath
Steven P. Jain chill, Jr.
Lula M. James
Renee M. Jasper
Rami Jenblat
Ashly Jensen
Christian Davis Jensen
Elizabeth M. Jernigan
Andrew G. Johnson
Elizabeth Anne Johnson
Jessica Marie Johnson
Kelly Elizabeth Johnson
Rachel N. Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Thomas Harrington Jordan
Michael James Jorgensen
G(egory Vincent Josselyn
Daniel Elhami Kaldas
Allyson Breanne Kane
Jessica Lynn Karalis
Jillian Donais Karns
Molly White Katchpole
Owen Douglas Kauppila
Kaeli Marie Kearney
Michael John Kelley
Michael Ryan Kelley
Kaitlyn Ann Kelly
Timothy Charles Kent
Kelle M. Kenzik
Morgan J. Kerr
Dylan Sean Kessler
Kevin Thomas Kidd
Lauren Elizaberh Kindl
Jeremy King
Myra Ann King-Kerge
Bennett J. Kissane
Michael Ross Klein
Daniel A. Kleitz
Carolynn Anne Klipfel
Troy Terrance Kluthe
Abigail Elizabeth Knurek
Elizabeth Rose Kornexl
Jamie Marie Korth
Lucine Marie Kozinian
Susanne Mary Kraus
Ou:.isto~.O.v~~"""kS. _.¥=<

Heidi Joanne Kunkel
William LaConte III
Kelsey Marguerite LaCroix
Daniel]. L'1Fleur
Lyndsey Anne LaBomce
Jonathan M. Ladd
Anthony J. Lafata
Sheila E. Laferriere
Paul B. Lambert
Colin Michael Lamphier
David Joseph Landry
Lauren A. Lane
LoisM. Lane
Rebecpi Ann Lapierre
Kelsie Lynn LaPlante
Meredith Byrne Larkin
Colin P. ·Latimer
Jeffrey S. Lavatori
Shane Pitzgerald Lavoie
Jennie Rae Lawton
Rachel E. Lawton
Donat Jean LeBlanc
Stephanie Anne LeBrun
Kelsey A. Leard
Margaret Anna Leary
Dennis Paul LeClair Ill
Jennifer Lynn Leclerc
Austin James Lee
Gregory Theodore Lefore
Alexa Maryanne Lemire
Kelsey Jean Lenahan
Stephen Robert Lenkauskas
Travis E. Lescarbeau
Bryan D. Letendre
Brandon Gary !'.Europa
Emily R. Levasseur
Michael A. Lewis
Melissa Suzanne Lieberman
Sara Larisa Lieben
John Jo~eph Linehan III
Karie A. Link
Stephanie E. Lippmann
Jeanette Liriano
General Grant Livingston Ill
Veronica C. Lockett
Joseph R. Loiselle
Dominic Edward Lombardi
Bengt Gunnar Lowander
Gwendolyn C. Luke
Jessica Rose Lundberg
Tianmeng Luo
Charnele Sharnai Luster
Michelle Marie Lydon
Jonathan Allen Lyons
Kristy Jacqueline Lyons
James W. Lyric
Alyssa Gail MacDonald
Lauren J. MacDonald
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Michael W. MacDonald
William Thomas MacKenzie
Melissa Elise MacKinnon
Louis Matthew Mack
Matthew A. Mackay
Michelle Marie Maczka
Melissa Joan Maggiolo
Anthony J. Magnotta
Raymond K. Mai
Emily Rose Maier
Gabrielle Nicole Malek
Kate Ann Malenczak
Rose Mossberg Malkin
Ana Kathryn Malone Oliver
Taryn M. Mancarella
William Stevens Manly
Barbara Jenkins Mann
Stephen C. Mann
Timon T. Manongi
Keith M. Mantia
Jonathan Harris Manw~uing
Kathryn Maria Marchetti
Shawn Joseph Marchinek
Ronald Philip Marcotrigiano
Terence Farley Markey, Jr.
Amy Nunes Marquez
Kerisa L. Martel
Benjamin George Martin
Danya Gee Martin
Max Kenneth Marrin
Ian Colin Martins
Greg G. Mastroianni
Thomas John Maybury
Teresa Marjorie Maynard
Joshua David Mayo
Heather Lynn McAdaragh
Kyle Patrick McArdle
Benjamin Meltzer McArthur
Charles Patrick McCabe
Jan1es Todd McCabe
Kyle Francis McCabe
Owen Augustine McCaffrey
Callaghan N. McCarthy
Elizabeth Elaine McCloskey
Mark Anthony McComiskey
Nathan P. McCraven
Kathryn E. McCullough
Autumn McDaniels
Daniel McDonough
Kevin Patrick McDonough
Ryan P. McElaney
Charles Louis McElroy
Katherine R McErtrick
Kevin Patrick McGee
Kelsey Ann McGill
Ryan Wetzel McGillick
Molly A. McGuire
Joseph M. McKenna
Kyle A. Mc Kernan
Stephen Brian McKernan
Brian A. McKniglu
Scott Peter McMann
Meghan M. McManus
Meghan Christine McMaster
Caitlin Ryan McNabb
Dillon Albert McNulty
Roberr S. McShane
Evan Kinsey McVey
Jessica L. Medeiros
Melissa Ann Medeiros
Jennifer W. Mello
Joseph Luciano Mello III
Lauren Jennifer Meltzer
Diane E. Menard
Jaclyn Maria Merullo
Sean A. Milan
Ryan W. Milbury
Adam G. Miller
Andrea Suzanne Miller
Arielle Rose Milstein
Justin Bae Miranda
Nora Emily Mimick
Chelsea Elizabeth Moller
Julie Ann Moody
Geoffrey Gabrielle Moore
Astrid P. Morales
Patrick John Morgan
Jennifer L. Morra
Sara H. Morris
Katelyn Marie Morrisino
Brian Matthew Morse
Nathalie C. Morse
Michelle Elizabeth Moscatelli
Leland C. Moss
Courrney A. Mora
Heather True Moulton
Rachel Torstenson Moulton
Katelyn Elizabeth Moylan
Michelle Marie Moynihan
Thomas Gabriel Munson
Jill 1. Muratori
Hearher Anne Murphy
Jeffrey D. Murray
Nicholas M. Muschiano
Marisa S. Myers
Reid T. Mp:rs
Nicole Beth Najecki
Michael Thomas Nappi
Tabitha Lea Nascimemo
Kevin M. Neag
Rebecca Jane Nelson
Claire Elizabeth Newbury
Chi-Thanh Lam Nguyen

Chi-Thien Lam Nguyen
Thy M. Nguyen
Vinh Q. Nguyen
Amy Marie Nicodemus
Thomas M. Nolan
Amanda Rose Norling
Lauren A. Norman
Michelle Lynn Nosal
Matthew Jacob Notk.in
Kaitlyn Marie O'Brien
Charles James O'Connell
Caitlin Elizabeth O'Connor
Dylan J. O'Connor
Travis M.W O'Dell
William J. O'Donnell, lII
Kristen M. O'Gorman
Patricia Ann O'Hear
Shannon Joline O'Keefe
Ryan Patrick O'Kelly
Eileen Christine O'Leary
Christopher James O'Shea
Steven Dean Oberhelman
Trevor Stewart Ogle
Stephanie Lucille Oglesby
Adam Michael Ogram
Jessica Lynn Olcott
Joshua H. Oleson
Jennifer Lee Olivo
Richard Edward Olsson
Brittany May Onesti
Lauren A. Opaciuch
Richard Joseph Ophals, Jr.
Travis E. Ortega
Krystina Ellen Osgood
Lily A. Osowski
Derck Michael Ouger
Ronald Arthur Overstreet
Timothy Albert Owens
Alper Ozalpat
Musrafa Emir Oztek
Marie Theresa Palma
Erica C. Palmer
Katheririe Marie Palmer
David}. Pancaldo
Nicole Papasergiou
Sreven R. Papazian
Brianna Alexandra Pappas
Jordan M. Parsley
Alexander Michael Parulis
Jeanette Laura Pastrana
Hannah J. Patten
Cristina Pauly
Vasilika Pavli
Joshua Adam Payne
Kevin Michael Pazdziorny
Lisa Louise Pellecchia
Cory Robert Pellegren
Lindsey Brooke Peltzer
Lucas Rismon Pelz
Andrew M. Pepe
Ryan R. Percival
Cory S.C. Pereira
John Alex Pereira
Cesar Onassis Perez
Melody S. Perez
Oscar Perez.
Kenneth Christopher Pernock
Veronica M. Pesak
Katherine J. Peters
Brian Joseph Petralia
Alexander C. Petre
Daniel Matthew Petrillo
Taylor William Petruccelli
Paul N. Pettini
Michael Angelo Pez.zullo
Lorraine Diane Ffeifcr
Monichan Phay
Naeem Aqeel Phillips
Steven N. Phipps
Andrew John Picard
Carolyn Jeanne Pickett
Michael Patrick Pierpaoli
Scott M. Pike
Linda E. Pina
Peter DJ Plate
Jason Matthew Plesha
Jane A. Pleskunas
Erin Marie Pleticha
Andrew William Plocica
Samuel W Podbelski
Alan J. Popowski
Zachary Charles Porter
Jillian Joyce Powell
Tanisha Nedelka Prins
Lindsay Elisa Prior
Kathryn Marie Proulx
Laura-Ashley Przondo
David John Purpura
Anthony A. Quincanilla
'Thomas Fahey Rafael
Melissa Leanne Rampino
Mary Amelia Randazzo
Matthew Whittier Reader
Shane E. Reardon
Nicolas Alexandre Rcboca
Emily M. Recupero
Joseph L. Reddock
Tricia L. Reed
Kyle Geoffrey Regis
Kristen Suzanne Renden
Ashley Alice Renshaw
Jasper Delano Ress
Justin Kenneth Kelii Reyes

Nancy Jannette Reyes
Omar Reyes
Hannah Lian Reynolds
Molly Reed Reynolds
Philip Anthony Reynolds
Leah Ann Ribchinsky
Suzanne G. Ribeiro
Rachel Ann Ricciardi
lessa Ann Rickart
Russell Roy Ridge III
Kurr John Ripke
Kristina Rae Roberson
Jonathan Marc Robens
Evelyn Rose Robenson
Cleotis Wade Robinson
Andre J. Robitaille
Kurt Andrew Rocha
Jennifer Lynn Rodi
Alberto Daniel Rodrigues
Paula fylichelle Rodrigues
Lo~an Roessle Roebuck
lyler C. Roebuck
Martin Sebastian Romero
Francisco Gomes Rosario
Cameron Jacob Ross-MacCormack

Courrney Elizabeth Ross
Rachael Emily Ross
Nicholas Daniel Rossi
Jenna L. Rothstein
Adam John Roy
Ashley Elizabeth Ryan
Erica Lauren Ryke
Joel Thomas Saccoccio
Leah Michele Saccoccio
Lauren Marguerite Sager
Stephanie Lynn Sagneri
Christina M. Salabert
Jessica Leigh Saldamarco
Joshua N. Saltmarsh
Kimberly Rose Salvaco
Jessica Elyse Sanborn
Audrey Eileen Santos
Stephanie A. Santos
Ryan Michael Sarasin
Norbert R. Schecher
Jenny K. Schermerhorn
Nikki L. Schermerhorn
Holly Anne Schoen
Jasmine Emily Schonwald
Sydney Reed Schoof
Rebecca A. Schroth
Nicole Lynn Schuck
Derck Joseph Scolpino
Meghan Elizabeth Secor
James M. Sefton
Alicia Nicole Serpa
Donald Joseph Sevigny
Leah Marie Seyer
Tara Grace Shanley
Angela Yvette Sharpe
JohnJ.Sharrott
Emilr Shaw
Danie John Shea
Blake William Sherwood
Kateryna Shevtsova
Kyle K. Shibley
Daniel T. Shidler
Amie Allison Shinego
Sarah Rose Shoemaker
Laura Elizabeth Shook
Mark A. Sidla
Raveena Audho Siegel
Maryrose L. Silvia
Ryan B. Silva
Zachary Adam Silvia
Patrick Morgan Simmons
Lauren Elizabeth Simonelli
Mark Allen Simpkins
Julie Anne Simpson
Laurie Yelleca Sinclair
Alex J. Sirico
James Allan Sirois
Benjamin R. Sisko
Jason Jeremiah Siwek
Jennifer Leigh SkJar
Alexandra Danielle Skerry
Antun Skvaric
Rachel A. Small
Andrew Patrick Smith
Chad C. Smith
Douglas &lward Smith
Lester James Smith III
Winston Beyan Smith
Elizabeth Solis
Carlene A. Spagnola
Kostika Spaho
Jason Roger Spain
Chelsea M. Spallone
Nina Elizabeth Sprenger
Elise Nicole Squillante
Paul Noel St. Pierre
Jeffrey Bernard Stanton
Christine Sharon Stark
Sarah E. Staropoli
Amelia J. Stasny
Oneka Latasia Stegall
Corey S. Srein
Matthew P. Stein
Courtney Anne Stellmach
Joshua James Stiling
Jeffrey L. Stiller
Danielle Nicole Stingone
Samantha Grace Stone

s.
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Bryan M. Strand
Cassandra Ann Straub
lveth Zoraya Streisand
Brittney Marie Sullivan
Dawn A. Sullo
Erin Elizabeth Sutherland
Kelcie Lee Sweeney
Daren Paul Swen.son
Brent J. Sylvester
Brianna Beth Sylvester
Mary Lynn Tall
Alex Mark Taranto
Logan A. Tarr
Nicholas Joseph Tartaglione
Monique S. Teixeira
Darielle Catherine Terry
Ronald Edward Tetreau, ] r.
Christopher Scott Thistle
Amber Rose Thomas
Leland Erik lhomas
Rachel Claire Thomas
Amy Anastasia Thombs
Cy Chris Thompson
Jill Marie Thornton
Jennifer Lynn Tiganella
Justin Chao-Wo Ting
Rafal Toczko
Elyse Brianna Tompkins
Stephen James Torti
Devery Jane Tracey
Ryan J. Tracey
Richard Paul Trainor
Alana Daviann Traub
Gelindo Serafino Treve
Henry Trimbach
Dorothy Tsimikas
James Paul Turbide
James M. Turenne
Coleman Rodney Turner
Jonathan Eric Tyson
Kyle Scott Ungar
Rachel J. Uraro
Joshua Rudy Urbach
Eric J. Urban
Brittany Christine Vail
Edward Reid Vail
Richard Joseph Valente
Susan Dorothy Vani
Eric W VanYoast
Sarah Alexandra Varachi
Beth1..aida Vega
Lauren Helene Veillette
Lauren Elisabeth Vernlund
James ·r. Vernon
Jillean M~~ Vaoneau
Anthony Michael Verrochi
Liane J. Verville
Andrew Scott Vigneault
Stacey Levine Vines

Michael Scott Viscariello
Danielle Nicole Vitello
David R. Volle
Brian Edward Wakeman
Laticia S. Walker
Jonathan B. Wall
Gregory J. Walsh
John Colii;i Walsh
Monica Marie Walsh
Amanda Marie Wannall
Taylor MacKenzie Wasson
Naomi Elizabeth Weatherly
Terry Glen Weatherly
Hailey Elise Weber
Keith L. Weiner
Julia Gari Weiss
Michael John Weiss
Renee Devani Wells
Christopher H. Whitmore
Thomas Charles Whitney
Roben Watson Wild, Jr.
Elise Mara Williams
Nicole Marie Williams
Scott Edward Williams
Brian Anthony Williamson
Alexandra Louise Willis
Rebecca Lucille Winslow
Sara Jeanne Winterbottom
Michael M. Witsil
Leslie Alice Woods
Thomas Gabriel Woods
Elaine Wu
Mia C. Yacteen
Johnathan Armin Yesalonia
Bryan Joseph Young
Carleen E. Young
Jillian Mary Zanetich
Lawrence Zarpaylic
Michael J. Zelenski
Roy Paul Ziegengeist, Jr.
Daniel Thomas Zotollo
Bruno Zuccolillo
Jason J. Zuech
Lisa Marie Zurek

Note:
This list ofgraduates reflects the
most recently updated roster
heU by the Registrar's office. The
names appearing on this list are
subject to change. This list is also
not the complete List ofgraduates,
tts some iiutlmts will become
officially eligible to graduate in
the coming weeks.

2011 Core Value Medallion Winnen
This award was ertablished in 2007 to recognize those gradt111ting
seniors who best exemplifJ the core values of Roger Williams
University. The stutimts awarded this honor have truly embraced
the University's core values: Love oflearning as an intrinsic value;
preparation for careers and future study; collaboration ofstudents
and faculty in research; commitment to community through
service and sustainability; appreciation ofglobal perspectives; and
promotion of civil discourse. Seniors were selected to represent
each ofthe schools, with three selected from the College ofArts &
Sciences - one from each ofthe three divisions within. 11Jere are
also three"!4.t l!irge winners selected.

.,....

Feinstein College ofAIU and Scimca
Social Sdences Division: Courtney Julienne Costello
Math & Natural Scimces Division: Rachel Ann Ricciardi
Humanities & Performing Arts Division: Molly Bancroft"

Gessford

Gabelli School of ausiftess
Caisey Lyn Aiello

School ofArdUtecture, Art and Historic ........ ...i..Sierra A. Helm
,_

School ofEagineering, Compatiag ancl
C.Onstrucdoa Management
· Brittney Marie Sullivan

Sdaool of Fdaadioa
Kevin Michael Danaher, Jr.
School ofJasdce Studies
Winston Beyan Smith

School of Continu.iag Studia
Astrid P. Morales

Atla.rge
Melisa Ivette Carrasquillo
Justin K. Reyes
Chi-Thien Lam Ngtiyen

•
•

•

•

•
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Speaker to deliver commencement address
I

BEN WHITMORE Editor-in-Chief

Dan Shea, Traditions CoNearly 1,000 Roger Williams Chair for Campus EntertainUniversicy seniors will ~ walk ment Network, will address his
across the stage on Sunday, May classmates as the senior class
21, becoming the school's new- speaker.
Following the student speakest alumni at the University's
53rd commencement ceremo- ers, United States Senator Sheldon Whitehouse (D-R.1.) will
ny.
Beginning at 10 a.m., Caitie address the graduating class of
Abrahamson, Editor of Cross- 2011 and will receive an honorings, RWU's yearbook, and a ary degree from the university.
Whitehouse has served as
graduating senior, will start the
ceremony by singing the Na- Rhode Island's junior senator since 2007. Previously, he
tional Anthem.
"I feel extremely honored co served as Rhode Island's attorhave been selected to be the na- ney general and as a U.S. attortional anthem singer and have a ney.
Whitehouse is a member of
role in the commencement ceremony. It feels like a great way the Senate budget committee
to close out my last four years -and is Chairman of the Judihere at Roger Williams and ciary Subcommittee on Crime
round out the experiences that I and Terrorism. He also works
have been through while here," to protect oceans and marine
Abrahamson said. "Some peo- ecosystems as Chairman of the
ple know me on campus, but Senate Environment and Public
not as a singer, so I'll be able to Works Subcommittee.
Also to be receiving an honorshow something to the school
that I am also really passionate ary degree from the university is
Denise Jenkins, Grant Programs
about."
Officer for the Rhode Island

Foundation, and Vice Chair of
the RWU Board of Trustees.
She has a career in education
and public service. She is also
the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee at RWU.
The day prior to commencement, the RWU School of Law
will hold its own commencement ceremony, conferring over
150 juris doctor degrees.
The Hon. Paul A. Suttell,
Chief Justice of the Rhode Island Supreme Court will deliver
the commencement address, as
well as receiving an honorary
degree from the institution.
Also due to speak are the Hon.
Robert G. Flanders, Associate
Justice to the Rhode Island Supreme Court, and Betry Anne
Waters, a 1998 RWU school of
Law alumna, who became famous after -fighting for 18 years
to prove the innocence of her
brother, who was convicted for
murder. She was eventually successful, and inspired the :f010
movie Conviction.

~CID
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CLEARWISDOM.COM

Junior Democratic Senator She;dom Whitehouse will deliver
the commencement address on May 21.

CIDun1t
"lr's a slippery world out there, hold on
lor rhe slide."

- Stephen Torti

PRESIDENT:
ICC: seniors give
Champagne gives his insight last thoughts
Continued from page 9

-'r·

best (I have) ever seen at any institution. The dedication to excellence here is not just words:
it's real."
Champagne said he believes
-= that RWU is a unique university in its seriousness to provide
the best possible education to
its students.
While on campus, Champagne
made every effort to attend as
many events as possible, he said,
appreciating the amount of and
diversity between different occasions around campus.
''All the events have been interesting," he said. "Founders' Day
allowed us to look at ourselves
and see how much we have progressed as an institmion. All of
my lw1ches and dinners with
different students allowed me to
see different perspectives. I went
to many drama and dance performances and was impressed.
And I loved watching the sporting events, seeing our athletes
play hard."
When asked why he attended
so many happenings, Champagne responded with an answer that epitomized his modus
operandi. Gesturing towards

a window of his office, he said
"The students are not in here;
they're out there. The president
is not there to sit in the office.
Their job is to lead the academic
community."
Unlike many who consider
certain anecdotes to take precedence in the memory hierarchy over "everyday" encounters,
Champagne said he preferred to
remember all of his experiences
here as uniquely important.
"Every moment here has been
significant, when you take them
all into account. I love to learn
by looking and listening."
He again cited his strong belief
in being involved in the community, highlighting a recent
dinner he had with the Student
Senate.
"I really enjoyed listenin~ to
what they had to say. They re a
motivated group of individuals
who are looking to make this
campus the best it can be."
Overall, Champagne said that
his fuvorite experiences here are
"when I am with studenrs and
faculty."
"Those moments, to me, are
the best."

In advising ·the senior class,
Champagne had two words for
the departing members of the
campus community: "know
yourself"
"Get in touch with yourself,
take yourself seriously. Your
time on Earth is to be taken
seriously. You will be the ones
changing the world for the different and the better. Never forget that what you do influences
in sociery. If you know yourself
and do wbat you need to do,
then you're in a great place."
While it will undoubtedly be
tough to see such an influential
leader depart as Donald Farish, current President of Rowan
Universicy in Glassboro, N.J.,
prepares to take the reins in
the fall, there is no doubt that
• RWU as a whole has benefited
from Champagne's brief pre-sence.
A year can be a minute or a
lifetime in the context of time,
and with this leader at the helm,
it is safe to say that the University has undergone enough posirive change to fill the latter.

Continued from page 9
Roger Williams on the map. As BS: For me, I know I feel like
a college, through the service I'm doing on my own almost.
that they've been doing, there's The school hasn't actually been
been so many new clubs and or- very helpful for me. Hawks
ganizations pop up here or put -Hunt is acmally pretty terrible
on amazing programs sine we've and I think _almost everyone
been here, and I think, that would agree with me there. It's
they've really made Roger Wil- hard to describe a little bit. I feel
liams a school that people want like a lot of people are desperate
to go to. The traditions that the for anything at this point flld
class of 2011 has made will be they're takingthe first thing that
lasting traditions throughout comes, which is alright I guess.
the history of Roger Williams.
I guess something is better than
nothing.
BS: I've been hearing a lot of
people getting out in the work- SB: I had a little bit of a differforce and I know that employ- ent experience. I.am very happy
ers look at us as a school where with the education that I've requality smdents are produced ceived at Roger Williams and
and the more that people get I think that it has adequately
hired and the more that are prepared me to go out into the
successful in the workforce, the workforce. Through the things
easier it will -be for future stu- that I've done on campus, they
dents to get hired, and I see that feel like I bring a lot to the
going in a positive direction.
table, when I talk to employers. I'm very confident leaving
HH: How do you feel about your Roger Williams and going into
class's chances getting jobs and the workforce. I'm very excited
about it.
graduating?

~
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Gearing up to help community in Fall

Students ofthe class o/2014 work with site leader Interim President Champagne, raking kaves·and clearing brush.

I

GRIFFIN LABBANCE Herald Reporter

First year students at Roger
Williams University find their
first assignment as srudents a
little different than the normal,
as they put down the textbooks
and pick up paintbrushes, shovels, and hammers.
Going inro its seventh year as
a tradition, Community Connections has become something that many students look
forward to and are excited to
partake in. Sparked by an idea
from John King, Vice President
of Student Affairs, the program
began as a proposal for an event
that would get all students in-

v9lved in communiry engagement before they stepped foot
in a classroom.
In 2005, the Feinstein Center
for Service Learning brought
about 1,200 students out into
the communiry to partake in
communiry service work.
"At the time, we didn't know
how big or how popular this
program was going to become,"
said KC Ferrara, Director of
the Feinstein Center for Service
Learning.
Seven years later, the university continually brings first year
students on their third day of
campus life to more than 65
sites spreading from New Bed-

ford, Mass. to Warwick, RI.
"We stared out with this program being a requirement for
students, and over the years, it
has become such a well-known
and positive p rogram. It has
moved from being a requirement for students to being referred to as a tradition here,"
Ferrara said.
The program, which is over
seen -by ~o chosen students
who serve as program coordinators, is facilitated site by site by
student site leaders.
"We .have such a great response from srudents who have
participated in the past wanting
to come back and serve as a site

leader the following year," Ferrara said.
The university usually sees
about a 98 percent attendance
rate from the first year students,
which Ferrara atnibutes to the
program's strong reputation. To
make students more content at
their sites the day of the program, the Center for Service
Learning Started in 2009 giving
students options of what they
want to participate in.
"We let students [consider]
their options of what kind of
work they would like to participate in. We want to make everyone happy by placing them
where they want to be, both

first year srudencs and site leaders," Ferrara said.
Along with preference, the
universiry places students partly
by major and general interests.
Not only does Community
Connections have a positive
impact on the Erse year students, but Ferrara said that she
has seen a rise in university participation in community service
hollls. In 2004 - 2005, the universiry had 23,000 hours of service completed by students. In
2009- 2010, students on

See COMMUNITY,
page 14
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Seniors keep fin9ers crossed
for job after commencement
I

MICHELLE.LEE Herald Reporter

With the arrival of May, students can fiIJd consolation in
the warm weather while dealing with the stress of finals. For
seniors, It is a time of deciding
where their life after college is
headed. lt is crunch time and
the job search is on. For Carolynn Klipfel, a senior and a
marketing major, the job search
started in September and is going to continue until she lands
chat perfect job. Klipfel, who is
from Redding, Conn., is looking for jobs primarily on the
west coast in the San Francisco
and Bay Area to be closer to her
boyfriend.
"He has secured a job with
Facebook and will be moving
out to work there in Palo Alto,
Cali£ in July," she said. "I would
like to be within the same area
of the country."
The companies that Klipfel is
applying to are not giving her

the attention she deserves, she
said, due to her current location.
"It is very frustrating for me to
not be taken seriously by companies on the west coast since
I do not reside there/' Klipfel
said. ''As I've begun to hear back

MARK Fusco

Senior Carolynn Klipfel continues to search for a job on the
~st Coast.

from companies, my confidence
level has increased tremendously. I've learned that patience and
persistence truly go a long way
during this process."
According to the Nacional
Center for Education Statistics,
about 2.4 million srudenrs will
graduate with bachelor's and associate's degFees as part of the
Class of 2011. These students
chat are graduating will not
only be competing with other
graduating students around the
cou1:1try but also with laid-off
workers and unemployed students who graduated in 2009
and 2010.
In a recent survey done by
CareerBuilder, fewer than half
of employers (44 percent) plan
on hiring recent college grads in
2010. This percentage is about
the same as the previous year,
but repres_ents a decline from
the 58 percent in 2008 and the
79 percent in 2007.
Another ;Roger Williams Uni-

MARK Fusco

After graduation, Katherine
Ilaria will start work at General
Electrics.
versiry senior is already apart
of that lucky 44 percent. Katherine Ilaria, a public relations
major, has already a secured job
with General Electrics.
Ilaria, who will be working as
part of their communication
leadership development program, was encouraged to apply

to General Electrics during her
internship with chem last sum- ~
mer.
Ilaria and Klipfel both agree
that internships are the best way
to make connections and gain
insight on what kind of job you
would be interested in.
"The best way to get. a job is
to work hard at your internshie .and ask for real-world projects,'
said Ilaria. "It also is imporranr
to get involved off campus and
intern for a company that you
would want to work for."
Graduating, for both seniors,
is coming with mixed emotions but also with excitement
to start a new part of their life.
For Klipfel, the search for a job
continues.
"If my plans to secure a job on ··
the west coast do not work out,
I'm simply going to keep on tryiag," she said. "It may

See JOBS, page 14
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Site leaders help
•
•
1nsp1re
participation
campus completed over 52,000
hours, an increase of almost
30.000 hours of work.
"This program has been a
valuable addition to the university in many different capacities
and students really understand
that," Ferrara said.
"We have been recognized by
other colleges in the area who
have come to shadow our program," Ferrara said.
She said she believes the program has as great of a effect as
it does due co the passion chat
the site hoses have about their
organization.
"Srudents aren't just picking
crash up on the beach and calling it a day, they are learning
from the site host about Save
the Bay and the impact that just
five hours of work actually has
on the surrounding environment," Ferrara said.
Each site host works with the
school and student to show
what the work is going towards
and how they are making a difference.

·-

NEWPORTFOLKFFSr.NET

Hundreds ofpeopl~ stand outside at the annual Newport Folk Festival, jamming by the water listening to
music.

RWUFLICKR

Students help prepare fresh green
beans for a meal.
Currently, the Center for Service Leaming is accepting applications for Site Leaders, which
can be accessed at hrcps://
www.surveymonkey.com/s/
PL53RD6.
Ferrara said the university has
dedicated resources and manpower to a great event.
"We ha~e support from all
departments and staff," Ferrara said. "Each year President
Nirschel would be on site helping and working with the students. Maybe President Farish
will join us this coming fall."

· JOBS:
Perseverance is
key for
employment
Continued from page 13
take longer than expected, but
1 would rather wait out for a
job that I am excited for, rather
than to settle on somelhing."
Building connections and networking is something char Ilaria
said she highly encourages.
"At times, I was invited to
lunch, dinner, and networking events with people that I

worked with," Ilaria said. "Although it can be awkward at
times, it is so important to go co
events and show that you arc a
great person inside and outside
of work."
"The sooner you begin, the
greater the chance you will have
of finding that perfect job,"
Klipfel said.

Newport Folk Festival
is back in town
I

KINSEY JANKE Herald Reporter

Founded in 1959 as a counterpart to the Newport Jazz Festival, the Newport Folk Festival
has introduced many notable
performers to the music world
every summer.
Featuring performances by
bluegrass, blues, councry, folk,
and folk rock musicians originally, the festival expanded in
the 1990s to include the genres
of alternative country, folk
punk, and indie folk.
Taking place at Fort Adams
State Park in Newport. the
brainchild of George Wein celebrated its 50th anniversary in
2009, hosting acts such as Joan
Baez, Pete Seeger, the Oecemberists, Fleet Foxes, and the
Avert Brothers. The 2008 show
saw the likes of Jimmy Buffett,
Stephen and Damian Marley,
the Black Crowes, and Jakob
Dylan.
Wein, an established producer in the jazz world, has been
called "the most famous jazz
impresario" and the "most important non-player in jazz history," and is credited with the
founding of both Newporc festivals, the New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival and the Playboy Jazz Festival in Los Angeles
and the Newport Festival Foundation. He introduced the idea
of corporate sponsorship for
the concerts, gaining support
from companies such as ~ellon

Bank, Essence Magazine, Verizon, Ben & Jerry's, and Dunkin'
Donuts.
Though the Festival began in
1959, it has not run continuously since. Halting performances in 1971, the Festival did
not open its doors again until
1985 and has run without interr.uption ever since. It has hosted
some of the most memorable
events of its kind and has become the heart of the folk scene.
The year 1963 saw a young
Bob Dylan get his first national
performance when he came
along as a guest of Joan Baez.,
and his 1964 appearance made
him even more popular with
the Newport regulars. His presence caused an uproar in 1965,
however, when the audience became incensed over Dylan's usage of an electric guitar. He was
criticized for "abandoning" the
folk orthodox, despite the impact that his change in style had
on both the folk genre and the
·
rock genre.
The Festival is very dedicated
to sustainability and has partnered with Clean Water Action
(CWA) and Rhode Island Resource Recovery to collect 1.5
tons of recyclables, Th.,s: CWA
set up composting scations in
an effort to control the waste
amassecl during the show and
also used reusable water bottles
from Klean Kanreen. The of1icial beer of the Festival, Vermont's Magic I lat, used plant-

based, l 00 percent compostable
cups, and the Festival teamed
up with CLIF Bar, sening up a
bike valet co encourage concerrgoers to ride their bikes instead
of drive their cars to the event.
In order to offset the power
used during the Festival, they
worked with New England
Wind Fund and also partnered
with Farm Fresh Rhode Island
so they could incorporate local
foods into vendors' fare.
Lase summer's event was headlined by the Avert Brothers, Edward Sharpe and the .Magfietlt
Zeroes, and Sharon Jones and
the Dap Kings. Spin said the
music at the 2010 event was
pare of the festival's "rich history of uniting disparate genres
of music ... The one common
thread: each artist's sound is
celebration of American music,
thus qualifying it as 'folk,' or
'carriers of culture."'
In January of this year, Wein
annow1ced that rhe Festival had
returned to being a non-profit
event that will continue to be
produced by rhe Newport Festival:> Foundation, Inc.
The Festival will be held on
July 30 and 31, and will feature
performances from a solo Elvis
Costello, the Decemberists, an
acoustic Tegan and Sara, and
the Felice Brothers. Sponsors
for this year's evenr will be Alex
and Ani, Tom's of Maine, and

NPR

Inspired by Seinfeld, student presents·paper at Conference
Near the end lof the semesKATLYN PROCTOR Features Editor

ter, most students are bunking
up in the library, cramming LO
write term papers and complete
- graphic design projects. Trips
for fun are put on hold while
schoolwork consumes all hours
of rhe day. Bue some students
had time to write for fun, and
were rewarded for it.
In April, four English lieerature majors were selected to
presenr a paper written on a
topic of their choice at che annual National Popular Culrure/
American Culture Association
Conference held this year in San
Ant0nio, Texas. For most, it was

an opportunity of a lifetime.
"The conference was great for
me as an undergrad interested
in further pu.r;suits in the world
of academia as I was able to
speak with others in che profcssion, ask advice about the future
and also hear a diverse hose of
ideas," said Daniel Hoskins, a
senior.
Joining Hoskins were fellow
seniors Nicole Foti, Cory Alix,
and Lisa Pellecchia, who also
presented in front of the crowd
of roughly 3,000 people.
Hoskins presented a paper titied "Deconstructing Nothing:
Finding Meaning in Seinfeld."
"The inspiration for my paper
was actually while doing thesis

research and watching Seinfeld.
I am using literary Darwinism
for my senior thesis and happened to be reading Rich~d
Dawkins' The Selfish Gene
while watching Seinfeld and
the idea of memes which he
brought up seemed {0 click,''
Hoskins said.
Also, the students had some
free time to explore the 'Lone
Star' state, including a visit to
the Alamo as well as getting to
experience the Texas nighrlife.
Upon returning home to
school, the selected students
can continue to revise their papers and look forward co future
conferences. In addition, all are
hopeful for their future.

"I'd have to say the conference was a great success," said
Hoskins. "It gave me experience which will further help

me in grad s~hool and at future
conferences."

MARGARET CAsE

From left to right: Nicole Foti, Dan Hoskins, Cory Alix, and Lisa
Pellecchia. All students presented at the conference.
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Editorial.· Remembering September 11, 2001
Looking back on being a kid during the terrorist attack that shaped the nation's next 10 ,years
sat down. Typically a class that
begins with a joke, or a story
about the Lane Family dog
began in silence.
When she finally worked up
the courage co meet the gaze
of her students, Mrs. Lane
informed up about what the
faculty had beet) watching.
"Anybody with family in New
York City today should go
down to the Nurse's Office and
call their parents," she said.
That was the day che New
York City skyline and countless
lives changed forever.

New York City firemen raise a makeshift flag
over the wreckage at Ground Zero.

I

MARK FUSCO Photo Editor

I was in sixrh grade, it was
just after Latin class, and I was
pining for a snack. My small
hometown elementary school,
"The Country School," had
a tradition of serving snack
time every Tuesday while
the students headed our for
their morning recess. But this
Tuesday was different. As my
dose friend Chris Elliott and
I reached the doors of the
cafeteria, we came across a
small group of students that
had gathered in from of the
cafeteria doors. The doors
were locked and every kid in

attendance was shuffling to
try to peer through the small
glass windows that ran like
vertical slits just above the
door handles. The faculty and
staff were congregated around
a small television, and no one
was reacting.
The period bell rang and I
shuffled off co English class.
The teacher, Beth Lane, was
lace that day and she looked
smaller than normal. A
normally energetic teacher
that never sat down while she
caught, Mrs. Lane entered the
makeshift room set up in the
back of the library with an office chair in cow and solemnly

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
"The best medical help is
available as long as you can
afford it, but then again, being
sick isn't supposed to be easy
... We are a nation of 'go-getters' and not people who say,
'help me I am irresponsible and
can't take care of myself."'
I'm not following the logic
that brought Andy Plocica co
the conclusion that caking on
an immense financial burden is
a natural part of being hospitalized. I'm also not understanding how Andy still seriously
believes in the "pull yourself
up by your bootstraps" mentality ("we're a nation of 'gogetters'"). Perhaps it's because
he doesn't quite understand
the complexity of issues like
bankruptcy because of illness,
or homelessness, or poverty.
Andy's simplistic argumentation in this opinion article
astounds me: "If you smoke
a pack of cigarettes a day and
get lung cancer, why the hell
should I have to contribute my
hard earned money in the form
of taxes to cake care of your
stupidity?" His argument here
suggests chat anyone in need
of government aid is in such a
position because of their own
"stupidity," and nor perhaps
due to more complex circumstances.
He asks the reader to imagine a OMV, and figures that,
naturally, a government-run
healthcare facility would function in the same (mockingly)
"efficient" and "caring" way.

Following this same line of
argumentation, I could just
as easily point to the Rogers
Free Library on Hope Street or
the post office next door to it
and tell you that in my experiences, the librarians and pose
office workers have always been
caring, eager to help, goodnatured, and efficient. These
are places sudporced ,,by your
.
hard earne money. Pomting co a place like the DMV
and concluding that universal
healthcare would be as chaotic
and inefficient is a weak, foolish, and tired argu~ent.
Andy, I am a person who
genuinely cares about my fellow Americans. I am deeply
empathetic by nature. I understand chat you absolutely
cannot judge a person's circumstance unless you have talked
co them and learned their story.
Poverty is a vicious cycle, and
your article is full of subconscious references to it and to
the "irresponsible" individuals
who find themselves in a financial mess - oftentimes because
of illness.
While there are exceptions
to everything, assuming that
everyone who doesn't have
healchcare or needs government
aid has been lazy makes you
sound like a heartless moron.
Please reevaluate your worldview.
((

Sincerely,
Molly Katchpole, Class of
2011

The wake of Sepe. 11, 2001
left every American, some more
than others, with a scar. The
attacks took the lives of nearly
3,000 people in three different
states in a mere two hours.
October of 2001 saw the
launch of what would become the United Scares'
most expansive, expensive,
and eventually, exasperating
manhunts for a rail bearded
man named Osama bin Laden.
After ten years of searching
and frustration for the United
States' military and intelligence
agencies, bin Laden's lifeless
body was hauled onto an attack helicopter by members
of the U.S. Navy Seals; and
just like that An1crica's enemy
No. 1 was no more. After a
decade of intelligence agencies
around the world fantasizing
of the fortified cave-dwelling

bin Laden was inhabiting, rhe
master mind behind the most
deadly terrorist attack in U.S.
history was found hiding in
plain sight.
Although the killing of bin
Laden is a massive victory for
the United States' war against
terrorism by removing the head
of the al-Qaida snake with a
bullet above the left eye, it is
more importantly a sense of
closure.
Terrorism itself is a worldwide affair and will in no way
cease because of the.death of
one leader. However, what it
has done is enable us as people
co focus and coup with the
true memory of Sepe. 11 - the
people. Despite the massive
amount of casualties surrounding the attacks, the aftermath
of Sept. 11th was a victory
for the American spirit. The
wake of the attacks brought a
renewal to the pride of what
it means to be an American as
we were joined together as a
nation in mourning.
Along with the victims of
the initial attacks, many men
and women from numerous
fire and police departments
lose their lives trying to rescue
the survivors trapped in rhe
wreckage of what once was
che World Trade Center. lhese
men and women showed a
sense of unwavering bravery that illustrated the true
strength of the human spirit;
they risked their own lives for

those of people they didn't
know. lhese people are the true
memory ofthe most horrific
attack on American soil.
Now in the aftermath of
the American raid on a large
compound located only 35
miles from the Pakistani capitol, bin Laden's lifeless frame
was cleaned and wrapped in
a white sheet in accordance
with Muslim tradition. 1le was
then placed in a weighted bag
and dropped into the sea. He
was nor paraded around the
streets of Afghanistan, nor was
his body mutilated in a public
square as if to make a point.
Osama bin Laden was buried
in a place with no markings,
and no crowds. Only a small
group of people watching from
the Bight deck of the l:J.S.
aircraft carrier Carl Vinson
witnessed the event. Osama
bin Laden will not become a
symbol to any of his followers,
he will not have a grave, and as
he sinks slowly into the sea his
memory will fade, and we will
be left only with the steadfast ~
image of American spirit that
is survived by the memory
of chose lost and those who
survive them.
It is my hope that bin Laden
will fade from our minds and
our nightmares and eventually
wt; will be left only with the
thoughts of bravery shown-by
the heroes that emerged and
the fond memory of those who
were lost.

.

EDITORIAL: Lesson on stealing
The theft ofWillow common room
television sparks a reflection on morals
NICHOLLE BUCKLEY! Assistant News Editor

When I was little, around
nine, my mom wouldn't allow
me to wear lip gloss. I begged
and pleaded but she wouldn't
budge, so, like most kids my
age did at one point in their
young lives, I scole. In my
pocket on che way home was a
sparkly Smackers lip balm from
CVS. I opened ic and che fruity
aroma filled the car.
"What is that smell?" my
mom asked.
"Uhhhh ...."
I was 9. I had no excuse. She
caughtme.Alllgocoutof
that experience was a slap on
the wrist, figuratively. I knew,
however, never to steal again
because I would ultimately get
caught.
I am 19-years-old riow. I
thought, or I assumed, young
adults my age didn't steal. I
figured we all knew right from
wrong and didn't want to suffer
any consequences. So when I
received an e-mail telling me
that this past weekend, the new
55" television was stolen out
of the Willow rec. room, I was
infuriated.
First of all, Willow residents
just earned the privilege back
to use the second floor of the

rec. room. ·When I firsc moved
in, only the first floor was
open. Students used their I.D.
to enter the room that contained ample seating and a big
television. Being a freshman, I
had no idea what was above it.
I had never even been up the
stairs that led co the
second floor. Willow
Hall Council held a
big grand opening
a couple weeks ago
where they unveiled
the revamped second
floor rhat contained
the 55-inch television and cwo vending
machines filled with
snacks. I was thrilled.
The other freshman
dorms, Maple, Stonewall, and Cedar, have
vending machines.
Whether for drinks
or snacks, they are
available to students.
Willow had no latenight food options.
I'd have to beg my
neighbors or run co
Lower Commons for
food. Clearly, I was
excited about everything the second Boor
of rhe rec. room had
to offer. Especially

with finals coming up, it'd be
a new environment I could
escape to in order to gee some
,peace and quiet. As a result of
·some stupid, probably intoxicated, selfish students,
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You can't trust health services
I

YAMILEH DURE Herald Rep~rter

Who can we trust if we can't
trust our doctors? Here on
campus, we obviously don't
have our regular .attending physicians to rely on when we get
sick. But worry not; if worst
comes to worst, the university
has us covered. Instead of a
working doctor's office with
medical professionals who have
any idea what they're doing, we
have health services - that little
hole-in-the-wall infirmary open
five out of seven days in the
week (because who gets sick on
the weekend?) If ever we're not
feeling our very best we gee co
put our trust in a facility that
can't cell the difference berween
bronchitis and the common
cold.
Of course, I'm exaggerating;
the Health Services Center on
campus is fairly well equipped
with four nurse practitioners,
registered nurses, and medical
assistant$, two administrative
assistants, and two pan-time
physicians. These professionals
are generally capable of offering information co anyone who

asks for it, instructing students
on how to best begin managing
their health care without the
help of their parents. They can
offer us Plan B and condoms
with no questions asked and
will help any students who
do not have cars, by getting
them off campus and offering
pharmacy deliveries. Then on
the weekends, when they are
closed, Public Safety is technically available for emergencies. With the help of the
Health and Wellness Educators (HAWEs), the people of
Health Services do a great job
of keeping the srndent/opulation very well informe , bur
sadly, this isn't enough.
I understand mat the university isn't required ro provide us
with a fully operating emergency room or anything of chat
nature, but to have a pseudosickbay is worse than having
nothing at all. It's one thing ro
let us know, up front, chat if
we're sick we need to take care
of it ourselves - head home
and see our trusty old doctors,
or actually go to the nearest
hospital. Yet, it's another thing

entirely to pretend that they
can help. Health Services is
supposed ro be able to manage
average health issues that come
with a student and correctly
evaluate injuries and illness.
Although much of the time
the staff can handle the acute
episodic illnesses and ocher
things that come up, there are
too many reports of misdiagnoses and other, unacceptable
mistakes.
Sure, everybody makes mistakes, doctors can't always be
accurate and it's hard co ever be
sure when making a diagnosis.
I just think that it's important
that if we are going co have a
facility for Health Services, that
it can be trusted nor co give
us medicine that wiJl make us
sicker, or tell us there's nothing
wrong, allowing serious issues
to get worse. I don't think it's
too much to ask that if a service is being offered, it should
actually be provided. I want to
be able to either put my trust
in my health care provider, or
know for certain co avoid it at
all costs.

STEALING: Theft pftelevision not okay
my Willow friends and I
might lose our privilege to the
second floor.
Secondly, how does one steal
a 55-inch television? To the
person who did, won't your
mom or dad on move-out day
be like, "Hey, when did you get
a new TV? How did you have
money for this?" Do you plan
on bringing it home and keeping it in your room at home?
Has your RA noticed the new
addition to your dorm room? I
do not understand. No matter

Continued from page 15
how badly you needed to fulfill
your undying desire to watch
TV for hours upon hours, it
was not right, nor is it ever
right, to steal. Buy your own or
go into your friends' rooms and
watch theirs.
Thirdly, I'm wondering how
no one caught you in the act.
Arent RAs constantly roaming
on the weekend nights? If not,
aren't there other courageous,
law-abiding citizens around to
stop the heinous crime from
continuing? Weren't there

Is a fluency requirement necessary?
KAITLIN ROANE! Herald Reporter

•
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As a citizen of the United
States where there is no official
language or religion, it is difficult co imagine having to prove
my cultural knowledge and fluency of a language. Yet, in che
Netherlands, the government
has made its standardized language test much more difficult
to pass. For some immigrants,
this law is a reminder of the
religious and culrural intolerance that they have experienced
in their native countries, and
ironically, why they sought
freedom in the first place.
Although the Netherlands
used to be known for its tolerance, these laws have turned ic
into one of the strictest countries in Europe.
This being said,
there is a difference between
integration and assimilation. It
is one thing for a nation to expect new arrivals to understand
the language and customs and
to participate in society. That is
why in the United Stares, che
government requires a citizenship test involving questions
of history, the Constitution,
and other topics for immigrants who wish to become
citizens. However, it is quice
another to expect these im-

migrants to completely give up
their culture and completely
adopt the customs of their new
homeland.
I believe the
Netherlands are doing the
right thing by expecting that
long term residents have an
understanding of the social
rules, customs, and language.
To deny this would undermine
any other membership-based
society, which has the right
co say who belongs and who
doesn't. Further, very few
people from Western societies
emigrate co places where the
immigrants are coming from.
So why sliould the West be
forced to accommodate them
and aUow them to procure benefits, when the same privileges
are not offered to us? Ir is not
fair that the Western World be
viewed as the "bad guys" when
we simply do not have the resources or capacities to simply
accept everyone.
However, the Netherlands
should not have increased
the difficulty of their dcizenship test. In my opinion, it is
acceptable to determine who
deserves the citizenship of a
particular country, but it is
unfair to make such a test so
difficult that no one is ever
granted citizenship.

cameras recently installed
near Willow that would have
caught you while committing
the crime? I don't know how
you got away with this. I dorit
care if it makes you feel cool,
or if you will get punished, but
just know, you hurt a lot more
people than you thought.
I learned my lesson not to
steal when I was 9 years old.
Come on now, people, get with
it.
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WOMEN'S ISSUES
Female misogynists
I

YAMILEH DURE Herald Reporter

There is a tendency among .
women to put all the blame for
prevailing misogynistic stereotypes in our culture, on men.
Although this is often true,
men are not the only culprits
for the image of women that
exists in our society; women
themselves are too often the
ones bringing themselves
down. I see it all the time in
my travels on campus -girls
that are constantly trying to
make themselves appear weak
and helpless, saying things like
"I'm too tiny," or "We're girls

make yourself look intentionally weaker or less intelligent in
the presence of men. I do not
know many women, who like
being told they are too weak,
or unintelligent to do anything,
ar lease by other girls, but for
some reason, when the statement comes with testosterone,
it loses its sting.
Mose of us have this mindset
to some degree, whether we
wane to admit it or not. For instance, some guy offers to carry
my books for me, I am not going to take it as an insult, but
if this was ever done by a girl, I

ft is alright to be girly, and to wve dresses,
and pink, and pearls, but it's demeaning to
make yourselfwok intentionally weaker or less
intelligent in the presence ofmen.
we can't do that!" By saying
things like this these women
are raking a cenrury-long leap
back to when these ideas of
women being incapable of
doing anything complicated
or di.fficult were taught and
enforced.
Admitting when you're in
over your head and asking for
help is a healthy thing to do
and I am all for it, but 90 percent of the time, the comment
is being made about some
action the speaker could most
certainly handle on her own.
It is alright to beJirly, and
ro love dresses, an pink, and
pearls, bur it's demeaning to

would be annoyed she thought
I couldn't handle it on my own.
Discussing this on campus,
the reasoning that I was struck
most by was the one stating
that boys are stronger than girls
by nature, and that.girls are
simply the weaker sex:-.
There aren't many things that
can't be done by women inherendy because they are women.
This idea of being a damsd.in
distress is offensive to nie. l
think that it is about time we
all wake up and realize chat
no matter how small or meek
we've been told we are, women
are fully capable of saving
themselves, and should do so.

Value ofa newspapers declining
I

many other journalism students. Professor Scully agrees
In an effort to keep their
that students can benefit from
this change, too.
newspaper afloat, The New
York Tnnes have established
"I find that publishers haven't
pay walls to require people to
been paying my Students for
pay for onJine content. Accordtheir work, because they don't
ing to Davindra Hardawar's arsee any revenue coming in
tide New York Times pay wall
from the Internet," Scully said.
"Now that these news groups
plans are ambitious and sort
of crazy, The New York Times
will be earning revenue online,
lets readers read 20 articles
I think they have a certain
per month for fi:ee. However,
responsibility to pay for the
once they
content they're
!find thatpublishers haven't been pavinu mry ~a~ering. So
go ~ver char
Hout readers
.
'J
~
1t will be good
have subscribe
stude__nts for their work, because they don t see. for mr. srnin order to
·
.
r
dencs. Students
continue readany revenue coming in om t. e 1 nternet.
will graduate
and go on to
ing. While I
think the slow
-,. ,r..
11
a professional
·
- inic ae
CUUJ world that will
decline in
print journalAssistant Professor of Communications be willing to
ism is sad. I
pay them for
the work that
feel that once
something
they are doing,"
is on the internet, it's up there
meet that; it's once every 24
Scully says.
for everyone to see, and people
hours," he says.
While it will be aggravacing
should be allowed to see it
Making people pay for online for people to have to pay for
without limitations.
content will affect everybody
The New York Times and other
News is an extremely imranging from those working in
news srories online, everyone
portant part of our lives. If a
the media industry, to online
can benefit from this change.
s)gnifica.nt event, like Osama
readers everywhere. Some day
Print journalism is slowly
Bin Laden's death, has occurred I hope ro work for a magazine.
dying, but maybe the shift
people should be able to get to
So while I find paying for
towards the pay wall system
the news immediately anyway
online content to be annoying,
can give the news industry the
they want and the Internet is
I do think that I will benefit
jump it needs.
one of the easiest ways to do so. from this change, along with
JENNA MULVEY Herald Reporter

Michael Scully, an assistant
professor of communications
at Roger Williams University,
believes that this is one of the
reasons why newspap~ have
lost their ropularity to the
Internet. . .. Many of our students carry around cell phones,
and because of that constant
access to the news, we've been
accustomed to ... having access
to the media [constantly]. And
the newspaper model doesn't

fr
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Osama Bin Laden:
Total reason for war in Middle East?
This pass; Sunday an event cook
chat it is officially done and over
place that Americans have been wait- with, although we still remain there,
ing almost 10 years for. Osama bin
the country can look back and be
Laden was killed during a military
thankful chat we were able to remove
operation, and at least some sore of
a leader that was hurting his people.
closure occurred for thousands of
Democrats may not have wanted to
families not only the United States,
be there, but the fact of the matter is
but throughout the world. After
that we did go into the country, so
the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, the U.S.
we might as well look at the glass as
began a campaign to fight terrorism
half full.
that would lead the coumry into cwo
Afghanistan was the real war that
wars. The question remains, tf:iough,
was dealing with the capture of bin
is the war still about terrorism, and
Laden. He was clearly operating in
was the war still about the destructhe country, and we may not like to
tion of al-Qaida, and the killing of
go into other nations to conduct warOsama bin Laden?
fare, but after the attacks of Sept. 11,
Although the conflicts in Iraq and
and all of the other operations that
Afghanistan have been going on for
bin Laden took part in, Afghanistan
almost ten years now, I still believe
seemed like the logical option. There
chat under
were two
all of the bad
wars going
"There were two wars going on over the past
press, and
on over the
decade, and both were about very
bad policies
past decade,
different things as time went on. "
that the goal
and both
of killing or
were about
capruring bin
CHRISTOPHER MUNSEY very differ,- Laden was
ent things as
Herald Contributor
still in mind.
time went
B<>rh the
on. Irag
Iraq War and
seemed to
- theAfghan
be pointWar have
less after the
different end goals, and began for
first six months we were there, but
reasons related to bin Laden, but
the war in Afghanistan was helping
may at some point strayed away from defeat al-QaiJa. Bin Laden was not
this goal. Iraq was though, without
only the leader of this group, but he
a doubt, the war that was hard to
was the spirit of it. He was the leader
who was able to inspire others to take
figure out. With each passing year,
the Iraq War became harder and
part in attacks, and now that he has
harder to define, and I wasn't really
been killed, al-Qaida has lost its main
sure what the point of being th.ere
player, and will scramble to reevaluate themselves.
was after a while. It wasn't really the
smartest idea to go into Iraq, at the
Both of the wars began because
time there could have seemed to be
of attacks that took place in our
reasons co do so, bur as we found out country, but over time I feel they
there really wasn't.
both became about very different
We knew that bin Laden wasn't
things. Iraq, by the time it ended,
hiding in Iraq, so thac war really had
was a completely different war than
nothing co do with him. Of course
what it was when it began. The war
there were al-Qaida activities goin Afghanistan, though, stayed at
ing on there, but not on any level
least sore of on track fighting again.St
compared to in Afghanistan. Iraq
al-Qaida, which is what it originally
became the war with no point. Not
set out to do.

God bless America! After ten years
to the American people. Osama bin
of a searching, the United States
Laden was their leader, their figurehead, and we shot in him the head.
finally found and killed Osama bin
Laden (or Usama if you feel special).
Justice. BOOM!
The news came Sunday night just
Operation Enduring Freedom (the
moments before a statement from
name for the war in Afghanistan; don't
President Obama, who authorized the
feel bad I had to look it up too) is onassassination. With the figurehead of
going, and we will not stop until that
al-Qaida and mastermind of the 9/ 11
nation is capable of governing itself in
attacks dead, is there a larger quesa manner that denies rhe operation of
tion looming? Does the death of the
terrorist cells within its borders. Our
radical Islamist's mascot represent the
military will not stop until the lase
conclusion of our war on terror, and
vestiges of evil are eradicated, whether
therefore our need to be in the Middle that relies on ridding Afghanistan of
East? Has our mission in Afghanistan
the Taliban or al-Qaida entirely.
been revised over the past decade, or
Iraq is a different question. We have
has Osama always been our goal?
officially gotten ourselves into a pickle
Our
there and we
adventure
will be leaving
into Af"Our adventure into Afghanistan has never once the nation
ghanistan
is stable enough
been aboutfinding Osama Bin Laden"
has never
to survive on
been about
its own. The
finding
vicious civil war
Osama bin
that raged in
ANDY PLOCICA
Laden; it
the
Iraqi borHerald Contributor
has, and
ders for some
remains,
·y~ ':.'?'f. ;.yas ..
a mission
an unrorrunare,
dedicated
but not unforeco the
seeable, rum of
eradication of terrorist organizations
events that we must deal with.
I am concerned about Pakistan, and
that threaten the United States and
her allies. Afghanistan was invaded
whether they knew Osama bin Laden
because al-Qaida, under the leaderwas hiding a few blocks away from
ship of bin Laden, was at fault for the
the Pakistani equivalent of West Point
unparalleled evil that we all remember
(yeah I'm sure they had no idea).
on that fateful Tuesday in 2001.
Good news though, if the Pakistani's
We are involved in a "war on terror,"
are playing both sides I'm sure they
which is a broad and unspecific way of have realized we are watching chem
now.
saying "anyone who is and/or might
be related to a terrorist cell." Osama
So we aren't bringing the troops
bin Laden was not the goal; it was not
home anytime soon folks, but lee us be
one man who caused all the death and thankful that we have the best military
destruction we witnessed on 9/11, but in the world. Our men and women
overseas are amazing. They make
rather thousands of men. We aim at
annihilating these "evil-doers," but the "kicking a** and taking names" look
lib a ~ in the park. Osama forgot
death of Osama bin Laden is definitely a plus. Killing the leader of the
that justice is not fast-acting but it will
al-Qaida may not cripple their ability
always find you. God Bless our troops
to act. Hell, it might even aggravate
abroad! God bless and good luck.
them more, but it is simplistic justice
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RACY STACY: Summer Lovin'
month vacation.
the fantasist, but regardless the
were looking for.
presumed outcome is not usuFrom 3 minutes to 3 h ours
In a way, the beginning of
ally attained due to its unrealis- - Contrary to popular belief,
summer almost feels like New
- college is actually the perfect
Year's Eve all over again. We
tic nature.
Before you leave school, figiue place to have a relationship if
don't call them resolutions,
but in our heads we are always
our which one of the following
you think about it. When you
are with someone in college,
thinking that we are going to
sounds the most relevant to
make this the "best summer
it is almost like you are livyour life and be mindful of rhe
ever." It's unfortunate that so
mishaps that might take place
ing together. You can easily
walk down a paved road and
much of the time we rely on
when setting your summer
see them within seconds, you
guys to act as the poinr of refer- standards.
Wing a Fllng - For a lot of
sleep in their bed ev~ry night,
ence when defining how event-.
ful our summer was.
people summer means random, and you can even enjoy all
It's mystifying that we are
insignificant hook ups that exyour meals side by side. If you
always taught to set goals that
pose tan lines and a Bob Marneed space, you can rake it, but
are
realistic
and
attainable
in
ley,
worry-free
son
of
attitude.
if
you want to see them you
RACY STACY Herald Contributor
always have the
regards to school
and
career
optjons,
option. When
While you are at school it
'1t's unfortunate that so much ofthe time we rely on
bur
when
it
comes
summer
tumbles
is easy ro hibernate in yoiu
guys to act as the point ofreference when defining how into rown, it is a
to the summer we
•relationship. ft doesn't m.atter
eventjUl our summer was. "
definite test on
expect absolute
whether that relationship is .
i11
the
your relationperfection
with someone ori campus or if
ship, if you choose
love department.
it is a long-disr.ance love affair
Things never seem ro work
While this is fun, ify~u go into to stay together. Inseciuities
with someone from home. No
·out the way we think they will
flare up whenever rhey tdl
summer chi$ng that you are
matlcr who you are, summer
going
to
be
banging
with
the
you that they are going out,
when
the
end
of
Augusc
rolls
brings changes in the weather
around,
which
can
lead
to
disbest
of
them,
you
could
end
up
Cfr when you see one of their
and in your expectations.
appointment. That's why, I find feelll1g incomplete and inferior
cute, big-boobed friends write
After finals, when you are
if it doesn't happen. For many,
on rheir Facebook wall Ir can
spending time packing up all of that things are better when we
relax and don't try to alter the
we see the same people every·
put a strain on your trust if you
the cute outfits that you wore
summer ar work, around town, are constantly concerned with
out .to parties and wrinkled pic- motion of the ocean.
and with friends. The likeliwhat they are doing. Instead,
The Summer Prospect
tures with cl1e faded residue of
take the summer as an opporhood of a single hottle moving
Ithee-sum-ar-pras-pektl (n):
double-sided tape, you usually
1
the
person
or
persons
that
in
next
door
is
doubtful.
If
tunity
to focus on hobbies chat
.dl-ren't thinking about the best
ooe expects to have the perfect' something like that does hapyou enjoy and reconnecting
way to separate your bras from
pen, lucky you, but it's better
with friends and family from
romantic involvement with
your socks. We are usually
home. If it's meant to be, you
between the months of May
to be pleasantly surprised than
making mental lists of all the
two
will be able to stay togethdown
in
the
dumps
because
and
August
2
this
person
can
things and people we want to
you didn't find the illusion you
er without stains of jealousy
be imaginary or well-known ro
do before the end of the three-

I

getting in the way.
Constant Togetherness - If
you have been in a long-term
relationship, you probably have
it down by now. For eight
months out of the year, you
have been perfecting the art of
talking on the phone at night
and seeing each other on weekends. You are probably ecstatic
to go home and hang with
your boy toy 24/7. Beware, of
the too-much-togetherness syndrome though! When you go
from having limired conract to
an all-you-can-eat-buifeL kind
of love, you are more apt to gee
frustrated with your partner.
To avoid this, make siue that
you have your own to do list of
undenakings that you wam to
accomplish this summer.
There is something about
summer that makes us believe that anything is possible;
never lose that feeling, but also
remember not to lose yow-self
in defining what you think this
summer should be. Usually
what the universe has in store
for us is better than anything
that we could eyer plan. So this
summer, challenge yourself to
not strategize your love life and
follow t:he unexpected cturents
of change and humidity. After
all, that is whar summer is all

ab~

4 ways to relax

during finals
I

CHRISTINA BERLINGUET Herald Reporter

.......

With fuials right around the
comer, anxiety is inevitable
for the majority of students
on campus during the next
couple ofweeks. So here are
five ways to relax, and reduce
your stress. Just remember
that summei: is right around
the comer!

1

Visit a Zoo.

Seeing animals just
.:Ji
"being" allows us to
slow down and relax.
Animals at zoos are often
slow moving and relaxed,
which is proven to inspire
us to move slower too. By
~ going to the zoo we are also
mixing up our daily routine
and seeing animals that we
may have never seen before
in our lives. Seeing new
things has been proven to
excite people, whicli makes
them nappier, and reduces
... stress. Pfan a field trip with
~ur friends to rhe Roger
Williams Zoo rhis weekend.

..,.

2

Look at pictures of
friends and family.

Photographs are so
powerful in that they
can caprure a moment in time
and make il last forever. By
6
looking at pictW'es of people
that love us we feel less alone in
our suess. We also remember
the happy times in our lives,
and realize thar rhe stress from
_ our finals will quickly pass.

.

3

Laughter Yoga.

This is a new form
of yoga that is rapidly spreading across the
world. Yogis combine laughing exercises with the breathing from yoga, which resu!ts
in happy and relaxed people.
Unlike regular yoga where
people cake classes at their local
gym or yoga building, laughter yoga is a club. TI1is creates
relationships berween people
who have each other's support.
Alrhough laughter yoga has not
yet reached Rhode Island, d1ere
are videos on You Tube that can
guide you through a laughter
yoga session. Laugh your way
to relaxation!

'4

Ari UfferYOUCiin't Refii.Ke
Tuesdays are college night
at Leo,s Risto.,.ante
$8 Never Tasted so good
.Meal inclues:
Salad & GarHc Bread
&
Pasta with your choice qf:
Meatballs
Chicken or Eggplant Parmesan
·7'·

Stare into an
aquarium.

Many doctors' and
dentists' offices have fish
tanks in their waiting rooms in
order to relax: their clients. Researchers say that the bubbling
noise that home aquariums
make is proven to relax us. Not
only are the bubbles calming, but the water itself also
has been proven to be relaxing. This is why going to the
beach and traveling to tropical
locations reduces our stress
significantly. Some researchers
theorize that watching the fish
drift slowly Lhrough the water
allows us to feel unhurried
so next time you are feeling
overwhelmed with work, find a
friend with a fish rank and gaze
imo the water.

-4.()./}...~~~~
~6(~"
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Leo's
.
Ristora.n te ~'1>I"
365HopeSt.
Bristol, RI Qa809
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SUDOKU High Fives
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5

4 15

7

6

1131 81 4
21 31 I8 11

4 16

6 81

2
3

7

8

1
159

7

411

i65

8

9
1

71

513
312

1
9

129

I :7

4

7

9
813
6 1 14

5'8

1411 19 2
6

8 11
3

2 5
5

4

4

4

7
8
31115

77

1

I

"

~

91
102

~I

108

1

7 1 1911 16 I
8 i 1217
61 I 13

136
142
149

151

153

155

108
110

ACROSS
1
Loud sound

22
23

24
25
26
28
29
30
31
32

34
35
37
38

40
41
42
44
46
49

52
53
55
59
60
61
64

65
66
67
68

70
71
72
73
74

76
77

79
80

82
84
85
86
87
88

90
91
92
95
96
98

100
101

102
104

105
106
I 07

Injures
Place of mixed greens
- case scenario
Wheel spokes
Cognizant
Puc
Become less
Tailor
Rascal
Competing one
Scot's cap
Use a blue pencil
To a Crunchy
Building annex
Gaelic
Came across
Discharged
Modern
Like a fox
Related by blood
Vocalise
Certain Scandinavian
Knife
· "-- in Rome..."
-Alamos
Song
Post or Dickinson
Lifeless
River in Nebraska
Sugary coating
Penalty
Julep flavoring
White-haired
Abr. in grammar
Touch on
Sch. subj.
Disoriented
Fast gait
MeetandRaw material
Male deer
Ocean
Long-eared creature
Closer
Kind of salt or candy
Actor Connery
Mild oath
Gets browner
Hack
Retained
Alert color
Wild horse
Scull
Hangdown
Drove too fast
Apple remnant
By way of
Field
Turn, said of aircraft
Good asWalk through water
Usual food

112
113
114
116
117
118

119
121
124
125
128
130

131
132
136
137
139

140
141
142
144
147
149
150

151
152

153
154
155
156

Browned bread
Crime
Hay bundle
Prom
Native American
Pooch
Har pan
Moved suddenly
Rod for roasting
Earth
Benefit
Elec. unit
Alehouse
CaffeOpening
Long scory
Spoil the appearance of
- Jessica Parker
Dead lang.
Bird bill part
Payable
Century plane
Pioneering one
Pilfered
Indian instrument
Slowly, in music
Efface
Fathered
Play part
Glacial ridge
Challenged
Girl in "Peter Pan~

49
50
51
52
54
56

57
58
60
.61

62
63

66
67

69
72

73
74

75
78

79
81
83
85
88

89

92
93

94
97
99
100

DOWN
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10
ll
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

27
30
33
36
38

39
43
44

45
47

48

Container
Speed-trap device
Jefferson's predecessor
Drink
Bash
Become calcified
Be in store for
Engrossed
Title for women
Part
llI temper
Totality
Secular
Fruit of rhe oak
Declared untrue
Discon
Kimono sash
RantsandPlay for time
TY, British style
Gas (prefix)
Arab VIP
Mop
Term in golf
Mr. Flintstone
Put off
Fundamental
Informal conversation
Decompose
Pester
Singer Fitzgerald

91 :2

6 1 81 14 11

13

4 1 I 11

817
5

1 1 I 17

9
51
6 1 19

1

71814

17 9

161~ 1

4

I

Is 1;

13

HOW TO PLAY: Sudoku High Fives consists of five regular Sudoku grids,
sharing one set of 3-by-3 boxes. Each row, column and set of 3-by-3 boxes
must contain the numbers 1 through 9 without repetition. The numbers in
any shared set of 3-by-3 boxes apply to each of the individual Sudokus.

SUNDAY PUZZLER
6
11
16
21

71ll16 121
4

-11318

114

14 1 15
11 I 51 I 19

5111 I 191 5
21 I I I 16 1413

4

95

3

5

13

103
105
106
107
109
111

112
113
115
117
118
120
122
123
124

125
126
127
129

131
133
134

135
137

138
140
143
145
146

147
148

Postpone
-acid
Kind of soft cookie
Traveled
Looked a long time
Ea.sing the workload
(hyph.)
Blue
Hinder
Platter
Quid-quo
Made soapy
Dutch commune
Object of ridicule
Certain relative
Undertaking
Clear
Shade of blue
Degree holder, for shon
Tantalize
Dole or Dylan
Flow slowly
Old
Insect
Displayed
Raccoon-like animal
Brother of Moses
Fashion
Female relative
Like some old cities
Lwnmox
Work at
Tranquil
Final-sale words
Russian WTiter
Sorrowful cry
DeViro or Glover
Spigot
Destiny
French cheese
Pair
•
Kind of palm
Like beer and wine
Slow pace
Aquatic reptile
Paleness
Attempt
Denied entry
Gather together
Sorcery
Babble
Reveals
Web-footed birds
Beautify
Held sway
The poor
Withered
Aaron or Williams
Old ruler
Mover's truck
Native of (suffix)
Macaw genus
Opp. ofN.N.E.
Cravat

•

• w

R P~

by Bi ll Biggar and Tom Gauer
Find the word held In common by the three words in each puzzle.
The three solution words wlll form a fourth puzzle. The numbers
indicate each answer's lengtll, and the + tells you its position.
&ample: The solution to +flower, Wailing+ and Berlin+ Is Wall
5/S/11

•1

+salad
+wing
+soup
wine+
soda+
ketchup+

• I

+house
+brain
+dog
FINAL ANSWER
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ASTRO-GRAPH
By Bernice Bede Osol
ARIES (March 21-April 19) - You can add a subsranrial amoum of
productivity to your work simplr_ by showing a willingness co cooperare
·
with colleagues. You' ll accolnplisn· much by sharing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) - If an associate ac work tries to copy
what you are doing, find a quiet corner off by yourself where you can
perform your job. The boss will want co credir the real performer.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) - Should you find yourself smack up
against someone who always rries to upsrage others, don'c let this person
steal your spotlight. Protect yourself, don't wreck yourself.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) - Don't let self-<loubr fill you with pessimism regarding outcome of events. If you can maintain a can-do spiric,
everything will work out jusr fine.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - Although there is little doubt that you will
be a welcome addition to a social gathering, a friend of yours who rags
along might not feel so embraced. Help him or her to feel included.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - You're not likely to gee chings ty merely
snapping r,our fingers, bur you will get what your work entitles you co
receive. It 11 be in your hands as to how much or how little you make.
LIBRA (Sept. 23c0ct. 23) - Today is nor likely co be without its frustrations, so it will be important to keep a cool head. By holding things
together, you'll be able to overcome any impediment that bars your path.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) - One of the most admirable things
about you is your helpfulness co chose who ne.ed assistance. Don't be
surprised if people who can't manage on their own lean on you.
SAGITfARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) -Before anempting something new,
you should think through all the things ~hat could go wrong and try to
avoid them as much as possible. It'll help you get off to a good starr.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - When you're working with a clearly
defined objective, impressive achievements become far more probable.
Don't mar this clarity by caking on a lot of inessential side projects.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) - Avoid discussing exciting plans with
someone who is a negative thinker and is apr co put a damper on them.
Tell a pal who'll add pizzazz on your ideas.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Ma.rch 20) - As long as you and your associates don't
have unrealistic expectations, you can make a joint endeavor successful.
Be grounded and realistic, and avoid enticing yet false uropian goals.
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End of the road for
Men's Lacrosse
BRAD SHAPIRO IHerald Contributor

The Men's Lacrosse ream made
the . long journey co Henniker,
N .H. this past Sarurday to participate in what has become an
annual event for the club: The
Commonwealth Coast Conference Tournament. Not only is
Roger Williams University accustomed co making the first
COURTESY }FSS KRAIZA
round of the TCCC tournaKristen St. Pierre (R) won the 1500 meter
ment, but they are used to winand was part ofthe winning 4x400 relay.
ning in the quarrerfinals as well.
The first round matchup provided a bit of deja vu for the
Hawks, as they would be facing the Pilgrims of New England College, a ceam they had
just squared off against on
came together for chis meet."
(shot put, discus, and hammer the road two
The women's squad took the chrow), Justin Davis (400m), weeks prior in
meet by the horns from rhe first Steve Carnevale (800m), Tim a cough 13-9
few events and never looked Clarkin (110m&400m hur- loss. Looking
back, amassing a whopping 276 dles), Tom Jackson (pole vault), to bounce back
poinrs. Led by first-year Meg and Evan Jones (rriple jump.) from
their
Breaulc's 32 points, which in- Couple those triumphs with a regular
seacluded victories in the 100 me- plethora of other scoring per- son defeat, che
ter hurdles, long jump, and tri- formances (including the vic- Hawks would
ple jump, the Hawks defeated torious 4x400 relay team of take a 3-2 lead
second-placed Gordon College Carnevale, Clarkin, Davis, and into halftime,
by 132 points. Joining Breault Jono Ellis) and there is your but the Pilat the top of the podium in their answer as to how the Hawks grims would
respective events were Meghan dominated the competition.
have the last
Krauss 1OOm & 200m), AlexIf any of the Hawks' oppo- say in a tightly
andra Honkala (800m), Kris- nents were co say that the teams com~sted game
ten St. Pierre (1500m), Liliana will be depleted in terms of commg down
Ruder (SK), and MarissaJam- scoring talenr, they would be to the last posbor (lOK). Add in many other ~adly mistaken. While the men session.
The
scorers (which would take vir- will have to say goodbye to El- 9-8 victory for
tually the whole paper to list,) lis, Maybury, Andrew Gallant, New England
along with victories in both and Brian Ki, who all played College eliminated the Men's
the 4x100 (Hannah Noel, Tory vical roles on Saturday, they Lacrosse team from the cournaBenoic, Kraus, and Maria Lo- retain 235 of their 253 individ- ment and ended their season
balbo) and 4x400 (Honkala, St. ual points. The women, on the with an overall record of 8-9.
Pierre, Annie Cassidy, and Ka- other hand, return their entire
Unfortunately for the Hawks,
tie O'Koren) relays, and you've team. Add in the fact that Liv- losing dose games was somegot an unassailable squad that ingston, a former high school thing the team had experienced
and Division III All-American is several rimes during the regular
has it all covered.
The men found themselves in ac the helm, and there is enough season. Two of the most notable
a dogfight "for about the fust evidence that this prolific· pro- losses were against Endicott and
four or five events," according gram will be just as strong next Amherst College, both of whom
to senior Tom Maybury, who season as they demonstrated on are ranked in the top twenty in
dominated the steeplechase, Saturdya. lhese teams don't "re- the nation. Each game came
winning the 3000m event by 36 build"; they just "re-load."
down co the final minutes of the
Livingston said that this meet fourth quarter, but the Hawks
seconds. "It was back and forth
(in terms of points) for a while, was "a glimpse of whac the fu- ultimately lost both contesu; by
but then once we hit the 400 it ture holds." Based on what hap- a slim, two goal margin.
opened up a bit." In addition to pened Saturday, that future apThroughout the season the
Maybury, RWU sported indi- pears to be very bright.
Men's lacrosse team had.trouble
vidual winners in Emil Pornelos
winning dose games. While in

Double delight fof RWU Track Teams
HENRY LOUGHLIN I Sports Editor

'Ibey may be rhe bridesmaids
in terms of how much fame
they receive around campus,
buc Saturday was all about the
Roger Williams University
Track and Field teams.
ln just their third season as
a varsity program, both teams
brought home Commonwealth
Coast Conference rides. Sac, a day's triumph was the third
in as many years for the men,
while the women won their second in a row. And while such
an accomplishment may seem
only realistic for a team that has
a rich tradicion with many years
of experience, it may be all the
more surprising to the average
outsider that chis program has
only been in existance for such
a short period of time.
Head coach Sean Livingston, who also heads the crosscoumry juggernaut (who, by
the way, have won 10 and J 1
consecutive men and women's
titles, respectively), was very
happy with the performance
of his athletes, calling his ceam
"unr~lencing all day. They attacked each event and simply
overwhelmed the competition.
1hey are both deserving of the
wins. The program has come a
long way in three short years
and I give all the credit co d1e.tri
and their hard work, determination, and fo~. They really

their victories the Hawks would
win by an average of 10 goals
per game, they would only lose
by less than 4 goals per game in
their defeats. The fourth quarter was also the only period in
which che team had total fewer
shots than their opponents on
the season.
Head Coach Marry Kelly
noted the competition had improved in the conference, which
made it tougher for his team
ro achieve their goal of winning the TCCC Championship
and advancing to the NCAA
tournament. Despite not making the semifinals of the cournament this season, Kelly was
impressed with how the team
"stuck together during an up
and down year,
with a cough
schedule,
tough games,
and good competition." As
far as improvements for nexc
season, Coach
Kelly
plans
co work on
strengthening
the offense to
go along with
nn impressive
ele--ll$E:... that
came aiourul
at the end of
the year and
will have all
four kmgpo\a
returning for 2012.
Eight members of the dub
chat will nor be returning are
rhe graduating seniors, five
of whom are members of the
All-TCCC Team, including
Captains Drew Smith and Jim
Tttre011e.
"Both were terrific players and
did everything they were asked
co do" Kelly said of his two captains.
Even though Kelly and the
Men's Lacrosse ream will miss
this "unique group of guys," the
Hawks look to fill their former
players' shoes and come back
even scronger next season.

UEFA Champions League Final: The sporting occasion of the spring
I

HENRY LOUGHLIN Sports Editor

As the school year comes co
a close, the barrage of postseason sporting events begins to
increase. The Boston Celtics
arc currently in the middle of
...,,:series with the Miami Heat.
Their hockey counterparts, the
Bruins, recently advanced co
the NHL Eastern Conference
semi-finals with a victory over
me highly despised Montreal
Canadians. And who could
forger about all of the collegiate
sports right on campus that are
taking place? Indeed, ~pring
and sports are two "S" words
· that are synonymous with the
outdoors.
However, in my slightly biased opinion, l find chat there
is a bigger sporting even than
all of these. It's even bigger
rhan the World Series, which
draws an average of 73 million

their placing in their domestic
viewers (over a seven-game
"lcaPcue" (which is analogous co
series.) Even more viewed than
che 'conference standings" in
rhe Super Bowl! Yes, ladies
baseball.) Each team is placed
<ind gentlemen, soccer's UEFA
Champions League Final
in a group of four. After playbetween Barcelona
and Manchester
United is, in my
opini?n, the biggest
spomng event of .
rhe spring.
What is the
Champions Leauge?
·.7-;;, - ·..
:~
•
Essentially the
I--~-=--~. . .
"' • '1,..
•I
World Series of European Soccer, the
Champions League
LE ..\CUE
involves the "besc"
32 teams of the
continent. Many
countries, such
ing each of cheir group opas England, $pain, Italy, and
ponents twice, the two highest
France, receive between two
and four "places" in the compe- reams in terms of point coral
(of which a team receives three
tition at the beginning of each
for a win, one for a draw, and
year, usually determined by

zero for a loss) advance to the
"knockout stage" of sixteen
teams. From lhen on, teams are
pined against opponents whom
they play a two game series
in which the aggregate score becomes
a factor (if it comes
down co a tie, the
team wich more away
goals advances.) This
process continues
through che quarter~
finals, semi-finals,
r·
. -'·
and all the way down
to the "final" which is
a single game, similar
to the Super Bowl.
Let's have a look
at the two reams
involved: Barcelona
and Manchester United. Both
teams have been recencly successful in this competition;
Barcelona winning at United's
expense in 2009 in the final,
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while Uniced knocked out
Barcelona in the semis en route
to their 2008 triumph. They
both have players who are globally known in Lionel Messi and
Wayne Roon'ey, along with rich
heritage and feverent supporters. Despite the face that Barcelona are favorites in the eyes
of most neutrals, it is without
doubt that both these teams
deserve to be in the final.
Even if you aren't a fan, I
encourage you to rune in to
the final of the competition
on May 28. Soccer may be
different from what you are ac~
customed to in terms of hardhitting, body-slamming action,
but two of the best teams in
the world facing off is enough
impteus co sic down for 90
minutes. Ic'll be worth it. And
who knows? You might just
wane to watch again next year.

